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Preface:
The following is written in rebuttal to Bryan C. Ross' paper titled: "Ifs, Ands, and Buts: The Two
Inheritance Controversy of Romans 8:17" released in March 2014. For those unaware, Bryan's
article was written primarily to dispute the conclusions put forth in a paper by Northern
California Grace Fellowship (NCGF) titled "Heirs of God or Joint-Heirs with Christ? Sanctified Works
in the Dispensation of Grace".
The purpose of writing this rebuttal is three-fold:
First, to refute the multitude of erroneous doctrinal arguments raised by Bryan Ross in his willful
and untoward endeavor to oppose the truth of the joint-heir doctrine. Secondly, it is written to
provide a response to the host of false allegations, distortion of facts, and omission of details that
Bryan Ross has littered throughout his paper concerning the history of his correspondence with
us (Ryan Michael Jones, Matt Stutzman, and pastor Ron Knight of NCGF) in discussing this matter.
Thirdly, and most importantly, this paper is written to further expound the Biblical text with hope
that it may serve to edify the reader.
Before addressing the body of Bryan's paper, it is needful that a few things first be pointed out...

REGARDING THE PHRASING OF "TWO INHERITANCES" IN THE JOINT-HEIRS PAPER:
As can be gleaned from the very title of his article, Bryan takes issue with this phrasing "two
inheritances" that was used in the NCGF Heirs/Joint-Heirs paper. His objection essentially argues
that since the word "inheritance" is only cited in the singular (and never plural) tense in scripture,
it therefore must also demand singularity in its meaning.1 However, if we equally apply Bryan's
rationale to other areas of scripture we soon find that argument to be greatly problematic. After
all, the words "gospel" and "church" and "baptism" are also rendered in the singular tense. Such
terms, though they be singularized in word, obviously contain dimensional elements of plurality
(both in the contextual sense as well as in the details incorporated within them).
As I have originally asserted in the Joint-Heirs paper and still continue to maintain, there are in
fact two different elements incorporated within the singular use of the word "inheritance". In the
Bible these two elements are: 1) everlasting life in a glorified body with citizenship in the Kingdom
and 2) reigning in the Heavenly Kingdom. Both aspects were scripturally detailed in a previous
rebuttal that I wrote to Bryan Ross, a rebuttal that he has not disclosed nor given any regard to in
his paper. On January 14th 2014, I submitted this explanation of my phrasing "two inheritances" to
Bryan which is captured below in the following excerpt of that rebuttal:
"I'd like to first clarify some of the semantics of my paper which I now believe may be causing
some confusion here (particularly the use of the term "two inheritances"). For the record, I
purposefully used the term two inheritances to delineate the two different portions
that are incorporated within the singular word "inheritance". The idea here would be
1
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paralleled to the precedent Old Testament principle of the inheritance (singular) as
compared to the "double portion" of inheritance (Deut 21:16-17)" -Matt Stutzman,
January 14, 2014
This rebuttal was sent directly to Bryan's inbox and received by him on 1/16/14. For those who
may not have read that rebuttal, this matter will again be expounded later in this paper.
REGARDING BRYAN'S CONFLATION OF THE JOINT-HEIRS PAPER OF NCGF WITH THE
SONSHIP EDIFICATION MINISTRIES OF NEWBOLD AND MCDANIEL:
"Some have even suggested that one is not complete in Christ (Col. 2:10) until they have
ATTAINED a 'Colossians level' of edification" -Bryan Ross2
First, we would like to state that a number of the doctrinal positions and statements cited in
Bryan's paper (like the one above) have NOT come from the Joint-Heirs paper of NCGF (nor do
statements like this accurately reflect the views of NCGF). We would also point out that Bryan's
quoted statement here is nothing more than hearsay, seeing that he has conveniently chosen not
to attach any citation to it by which any origin or credibility of that statement could otherwise be
verified.
Secondly, Bryan's insinuation that the Joint-Heirs paper of NCGF was a "permutation" born out of
the Sonship Edification ministries of Mark Newbold and Michael McDaniel is also incorrect:
"Careful readers of the Heirs of God or joint-heirs with Christ? paper will note that it is devoid
of the explanatory language that is characteristic of SE such as, “Sonship Establishment,
“Sonship Edification,” or “the Father’s Business.” The decision to leave out the more
objectionable aspects of SE teaching regarding Romans 8:17 from the paper appears to have
been a willful decision on the part of the author. We can only surmise that this was done to
distance the paper from the clearly objectionable portions of the SE version of the “two
inheritance” view. That is why this author views the paper as a permutation or cousin to the
SE position on Romans 8 "-Bryan Ross3
Contrary to what Bryan surmises about my authorship of the Joint-Heirs paper, I had absolutely
no cognizance of Sonship Edification at the time my paper was written. Rather, the conclusions put
forth in my paper were collaboratively studied out (with Ron Knight and Ryan Michael Jones)
organically from nothing but the pages of the KJB alone. Our study on this matter was done
independently and without influence or persuasion from other ministries.
Thirdly, just because our independent study at NCGF has arrived at many similar conclusions to
that of the SE ministries, that does not mean that these two positions are indistinguishable in
every point of doctrine. The fact is, we do not agree on every point asserted by the ministries of
Newbold and McDaniel. Therefore, Bryan's attempt to conflate the written dissertations of these
2
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two parties together into one convoluted paper is indecent. In essence, Bryan has exploited a
mutually shared position on Romans 8:17 and 2 Timothy 2:12 in order to construct one
amalgamated position as put forth in his convoluted discourse.
This being said, both NCGF and the Sonship Edification ministries of Newbold and McDaniel do
stand in united agreement concerning the responsibility of a saint to facilitate by faith the
progressive formation of the mind of Christ in the inner man through a workmanship of studying
Paul's epistles. We also stand in agreement that a saint's failure to do this workmanship will be
eternally consequential at the judgment seat of Christ.
For those wanting more information on the similarities and differences between these two
paradigms, a link (for the internet reader) will be provided at the end of this paper where Ron
Knight expounds this topic in more detail.
REGARDING BRYAN ROSS AND HIS USE OF THE GREEK:
"Simply stated, the debate rests upon how one interprets three English words “if so be” and
their corresponding Greek word"-Bryan Ross4
"Considering the definitions of the English words “indeed” and “since” will help establish the
intended meaning behind the Greek word"-Bryan Ross5
"Once again an investigation into the underlying Greek words does not confirm the two
inheritance reading of the passage"-Bryan Ross6
"All Greek arguments aside"-Bryan Ross7
If we are to believe that Bryan is able to put his self-admitted "Greek arguments" aside (as he well
should), then why even make them in the first place? Let us not take a step backward, thereby
undermining and devaluing the work Richard Jordan did to champion the worthy cause of
defending the authority and sufficiency of the King James Bible. Instead, let us leave the
unprofitable Greek arguments to the ranks of apostate denominations who welcome such
beguiling discussions.
For the record, let it also be noted that Bryan Ross has admittedly stated that he has never
formally studied Greek at any point in his academic background (as if that would matter anyway).
Despite this fact, he clearly seeks to impress upon his reader the notion that he is somehow
qualified to "further illuminate" (or rather, correct) the sufficiency of the King James English with
his self-professed "expertise" of the Koine Greek.

4
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In this, we also find Richard Jordan's lauding endorsement of Bryan's paper (with all its Greek
rigmarole) to be glaringly discrepant from his past warnings about those who employ the Greek as
a basis of argumentation. The following quote from Richard was taken from his television ministry
series "The Message of Grace, Equipping You For Life":
"To understand your Bible you don't have to know anything about Greek or Hebrew. Anybody
tells you, you need to understand Greek, or Hebrew to understand the Bible, what you
need to do is turn off the T.V., close up the book, get out of the building, 'go fishin'. When
you do, put your hand on your billfold real heavy, lock your purse up, 'cause they're
after something other than helping you understand God's word". -Richard Jordan8
Thou sayest Richard. We emphatically agree.
While the bulk of Bryan's arguments in his paper originate from his proclivity to appeal to his
beloved "authority" of the Greek, some are arguments that can potentially be made irrespective of
appeals to the original language. These are the arguments that will henceforth be addressed in this
rebuttal. For those who desire more information on Bryan's abominable Greek game, Ryan
Michael Jones has written a detailed addendum on this matter that is linked at the end of this
paper.
REGARDING BRYAN'S ALLEGATION THAT THE JOINT-HEIRS PAPER OF NCGF IS ROOTED IN
AN OLD ACTS 28 ARGUMENT OF CHARLES H. WELCH:
"Maintaining a difference between “heirs of God” and “joint-heirs with Christ” in Romans 8:17
has been a hallmark of the Acts 28 position for decades" -Bryan Ross9
Two things need to be dealt with here:
1. Bryan's allegation that there is a connection between Welch's Acts 28 paradigm of Romans
8:17 and that of the NCGF paper (written from an Acts 9 dispensational paradigm) is
beyond ridiculous and reeks of scheming desperation to beguile his reader with a classic
straw man fallacy. While Welch noted distinction between heirs and joint-heirs in Romans
8:17, his contention of this difference was fixed in the belief that the heirs and joint-heirs
of the verse were speaking in reference to the Little Flock of the prophetic program
overcoming in the 70th week of the tribulation. In other words, Welch's contention was a
completely different argument, from a completely different dispensational paradigm,
culminating unto completely different doctrinal conclusions!
2. It is most frustrating that Bryan Ross and Richard Jordan continue to insinuate that we are
somehow boasting that the content of the NCGF paper is something new and previously
unseen (as though we would seek to glory in the praise of men with our findings). For the
record, we DO NOT believe our teaching of the joint-heir distinction to be something new
8
9
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(or even unique to the ministry of NCGF). Rather, we believe that this forgotten pinnacle
doctrine of our apostle is something that is now increasingly, collectively, and
progressively being resurged and recovered unto greater awareness among the saints
within the Mid-Acts grace community from the stifling stratagem long orchestrated by the
Satanic policy of evil.
For those who desire more detail on Bryan's Acts 28 straw man argument, Ryan Michael Jones
covers this topic more thoroughly in his addendum that is also linked at the end of this paper.
REGARDING BRYAN'S DISCLAIMER OF PENDING DOCTRINAL REVISIONS IN THE FUTURE:
"Furthermore, we hope that the present volume will dispel the notion put forward by some
supporters of the “two inheritance” view that those who oppose them have not “studied” the
issue. Lastly, this paper should be viewed as a snapshot of our thinking at the present time.
Further study may lead to refinements in the thinking expressed in this paper which may
necessitate future revisions, updates, and editions" -Bryan Ross10
Does a truly "studied" position bear the attribute of perpetual vacillation?
As I write this rebuttal (within months after Bryan publicly submitted his paper) it has been
brought to my attention that he has ALREADY changed his paper's position concerning the
conditional aspect of reigning as put forth in 2 Timothy 2:12. This change to his argumentation is
not surprising seeing that: 1) Bryan has a long documented history of wavering in his doctrinal
argumentation of this issue, and 2) We expected that he would eventually seek to employ his
crafty Greek tactics to subvert the conditional clauses of 2 Tim 2:12 in order to wrest that verse
into alignment with his presentation of Romans 8:17.
It seems rather incongruous that Bryan would ardently rebuke our doctrinal position while he
himself remains so dubiously unsettled in his own argumentation. Regardless, our rebuttal is not
interested in shooting at his perpetual moving target. Rather, this rebuttal will deal ONLY with
what he has publicly submitted in his original (and already revised) edition.

10
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A BRIEF COMPENDIUM OF FALSE ALLEGATIONS & DISTORTION OF FACTS

It is truly a shame that this section even has to be written. In all sincerity I wish it did not.
However, there are a number of disturbing and misleading allegations that Bryan has made in his
paper that warrant a response. I ask the reader to note that what is presented here is NOT being
tendered with a spirit of malice toward Bryan Ross but rather only to provide disclosure of facts
for the reader's equitable consideration.
POINT NUMBER 1
BRYAN'S ALLEGATION OF "DIVISIVE HOSTILITY":
On page 2 of his paper Bryan Ross states to his reader that his discussions with us (Ron Knight,
Ryan Jones, and myself) over this matter have proven to be "particularly hostile and divisive".11
That statement is absolutely not true (at least not from our end). While the truth does tend to
create division by its very nature, we have in no way been "hostile" with Bryan in our discussions
with him. What Bryan has described as "hostile" has been nothing more than our tenacity to
challenge his position with verses. Sadly, this kind of accusatory statement epitomizes a greater
pattern of distortion that we have repeatedly observed with Bryan during our time corresponding
with him. The reader should note that Bryan has a documented history of falsely slandering us
(Ryan and myself in particular). As the record below will show, Ryan and I both have previously
and privately confronted Bryan about his past slander against us and in each instance he has
sheepishly admitted that his accusations against us were unfounded and untrue.
Bryan’s unfounded slander Exhibit A:
This first example concerns a telephone conversation between pastor Ron Knight and Bryan Ross
(recorded by mutual consent) where Bryan falsely accused Ryan and I of "casting aspersions" on
(i.e. slandering) both he and other pastors in our disputation over the heir and joint-heir
distinction. I've transcribed his accusatory comment about Ryan and I from that telephone
conversation below:
"When it came to calling out certain grace pastors by name and naming them specifically by
name and almost doing it in a way that would cast aspersion on them, I didn't like that." Bryan Ross
Upon hearing this I immediately responded to pastor Ron Knight with the following email that was
also relayed directly to Bryan Ross via Ryan Michael Jones:
"First I would like to know specifically what pastors Bryan is referring to? For the record, I did
personally post a comment to Rick Jr. in which I posted his '"Four Faithful Sayings" sermon
and cited time markers in that audio asking him to clarify his statements which were clearly
confusing. That comment is cited below:
11
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'Hi Rick, I'm confused as to what you believe is being denied in 2 Tim 2:12? I listened to your
audio teaching from last Sunday titled "Four Faithful Sayings" (8/11/13) and in that message
(per your comments of 2 Tim 2:12 at the 35:23 minute mark), you first clearly acknowledged
that the denial of the verse is in fact an issue of the reigning being denied. You then later
contradicted that statement (at the 45:20 minute mark) in clearly saying that 2nd Tim 2:12
isn't an issue of the reigning being denied. If you get the opportunity I'd appreciate it if you
could clarify your thoughts on this. Is the reigning in the Heavenly places being denied to
some members in the B.O.C. or is it not? For your convenience, I've provided this link to your
sermon below:'
I fail to see how this would qualify as slanderous "aspersion". Additionally, I know that Ryan
had made several comments that were publicly addressed to Bryan that similarly asked him
to explain himself about statements that he himself had made. Again, I fail to see how that can
be defined as slanderous "aspersion". Per the Websters 1828 the definition of aspersion is as
follows:
"The spreading of calumnious (i.e. slanderous or false) reports or charges which tarnish
reputation."
To date, no other Grace pastor has been "called out" and I therefore would strongly protest
against Bryan's statement as it is grossly misleading. If anyone is possibly being slandered
with aspersion here it would be Ryan and I from the very words of Bryan himself who
has wrongly accused us.
If brother Bryan can show evidence of anything that was publicly said from Ryan and I
about ANY Grace pastor that was either untrue or a misrepresentation of another
pastor's own words or stated position, then let him cite it as evidence to substantiate
his accusation." - email written by Matt W. Stutzman and forwarded to Bryan Ross by Ryan
Michael Jones, September 29, 2013
Bryan's subsequent response to this email was as follows:
"After receiving Ryan's email yesterday afternoon I went back over about 2 months of FB
discussions on the Joint-Heirs group page. In the end, I have concluded that my choice of
words (toward the end of the recorded conversation) were a bit of an overstatement
and a fleshly response for which I offer my sincere apologies". - Bryan Ross September
30, 2013
Bryan’s unfounded slander Exhibit B:
In Bryan's video rebuttal of the Joint-Heir paper (now rescinded), he publicly accused us of having
motive in writing and releasing the paper with the intent to create controversy and discord among
the Body. Once again, Bryan was called out on this, and once again Bryan issues the following
apology both to us and to his own congregation (upon our insistence that he do so):
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"On Sunday, December 8, 2013, I preached a message at Grace Life Bible Church titled “Is
Saeed Abedini A Joint-Heir with Christ?” This message was largely a critique of a paper titled
Heirs of God or Joint-Heirs With Christ by Brother Matt Stutzman (Khai Shepard on
Facebook), with assistance being provided by Brother Ryan Michael Jones, and Pastor Ron
Knight. Last week this message was publicly reviewed and rebutted by both Matt and Ryan on
Facebook. After considering their comments we decided over the weekend to remove the
audio and video for this message from all GLBC affiliated websites. The following is an
explanation of why.
First, unfortunately during the course of preaching I referred to these brothers as
“peons” who “drafted their paper for the sole purpose of stirring up trouble on
Facebook and the internet.” We have apologized to these Brothers both privately and
publicly for this unfortunate and unintended choice of words. We should not have assigned
false motives to these Brothers for setting forth their beliefs in written form as this is a
perfectly legitimate thing to do. Allowing private frustrations to manifest themselves in public
statements is not appropriate" -Bryan Ross, GLBC website
Within hours of posting that backhanded apology, Bryan promptly blocked both Ryan and I from
any further interaction with him on Facebook. I'd also like to say here that Ron, Ryan and myself
have absolutely no idea who this other mystery person is that Bryan refers to as he uses the word
"we" in his apology.
Seeing that Bryan has unrepentantly chosen to continue bearing false and deceitful report (as is
evidenced in his comment on page 2 of his paper, as well as per his comments at the April 25th
GSB conference), we are sadly left to conclude that the man is entirely disingenuous in any
apology he offers us. I sincerely hope this brother recovers himself from the wrong that he has
done and continues to do. I say this not for our sakes but rather for his:
That no man go beyond and defraud his brother in any matter: because that the Lord is
the avenger of all such, as we also have forewarned you and testified. -1 Thessalonians
4:6
POINT NUMBER 2
SONSHIP EDIFICATION, KEITH BLADES, AND ROMANS 8:17:
While Bryan has wrongly conflated the Sonship Edification position together with the Joint-Heir
paper of NCGF, he has also not disclosed to his reader some details concerning the history of
Sonship Edification. Page after page Bryan repeatedly cites Mark Newbold and Michael McDaniel
(two names most likely unrecognized by those in Grace School of the Bible). Yet NOT ONCE does he
ever mention that these two men were directly taught/influenced in their Sonship Edification
paradigm by the ministry of brother Keith Blades (a name most certainly recognized and
respected by many among Grace School of the Bible). Was this a calculated omission by Bryan?
That remains suspiciously unclear. Yet it most certainly could have been. After all, by leaving Keith
Blades name out of the discussion the reader is led to believe that the heirs vs. joint-heirs
distinction of Romans 8:17 as something embraced only by a handful of "rogue" pastors in the
outer fringes of Mid-Acts dispensationalism.
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In respect to this, I'd like to exhibit Keith's own words on Romans 8:17 taken from an article on his
website:
"As Paul says, we are "heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ." Being "heirs of God," we
are heirs of God’s life and all that belongs to the honor of living in His presence. And we
will have all of this in glorified, immortal bodies. This is the default aspect of our
inheritance.
However Paul also speaks of us being "joint heirs with Christ." Yet being "joint-heirs
with Christ" is not the same thing as being "heirs of God." It is an additional issue, or an
additional aspect of our inheritance. And as the remainder of verse 17 sets forth, it is
the conditional aspect. It is conditioned upon, "if so be that we suffer with him, that we
may be also glorified together." And with this being the case, this is where the issue of
"the sufferings of this present time" come into play.
The opportunity for us to ‘suffer with Christ’ actually begins with the issue of "the
sufferings of this present time" and our response to them. We ‘suffer with Him’ when
we ourselves respond to such things with the same godly thinking and attitude
towards them as the Lord Jesus Christ Himself has". -Keith Blades12
Given Keith's quote, I'd like to ask pastors Bryan Ross, Richard Jordan, and John Verstegen if they
are willing to go as far in publicly accusing Keith and his ministry of attacking the grace of God,
undermining eternal security, and sneakily subverting the faith of others? Indeed, this is exactly
what these three men have publicly accused pastor Ron Knight, Ryan Jones, and myself of doing in
our profession of the VERY SAME distinction of Romans 8:17. Those public accusations
(presented in the parlance of veiled and ambiguous language) were repeatedly and injuriously
made about the three of us specifically throughout the April 2014 Grace School of the Bible
conference in Chicago.

12
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EVALUATION OF BRYAN’S CONTEXTUAL DISTORTIONS OF SCRIPTURE
The following section is designated to address a number of verses that Bryan Ross has wrested out
of context and consequentially distorted the meaning of, in an effort to bolster his subverting
argumentation. While this is not intended to be an exhaustive list, I believe it does provide an
ample snapshot that speaks volumes concerning the poor quality of his overall work in
challenging this matter.
VERSES OUT OF CONTEXT EXHIBIT A
2 Corinthians 10:12
The reader need only to read two pages into his paper to see that Bryan's VERY FIRST citation of
scripture has been terribly mishandled. In this example, Bryan essentially seeks to convince his
reader that all those who note the distinction between heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ in
Romans 8:17 are displaying haughtiness of mind. Of course this haughtiness (according to Bryan)
is in our acknowledgment that the Body of Christ (at the judgment seat of Christ) will be
differentiated by these two respective groups in the Heavenly places. In an effort to substantiate
his argument with scripture, Bryan misleads his reader with verse in saying: "this type of thinking
leads to what Paul warned us about in 2 Corinthians 10:12"13 :
For we dare not make ourselves of the number, or compare ourselves with some that
commend themselves: but they measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing
themselves among themselves, are not wise. -2 Corinthians 10:12
Removed from its context this verse perhaps sounds compellingly aligned with Bryan's argument.
Yet what exactly is the context of this verse? Four verses earlier Paul tells us exactly what that
context is:
Do ye look on things after the outward appearance? If any man trust to himself that he
is Christ's, let him of himself think this again, that, as he is Christ's, even so are we
Christ's. For though I should boast somewhat more of our authority, which the Lord hath
given us for edification, and not for your destruction, I should not be ashamed" -2
Corinthians 10:7-8
Bryan's citation of 2 Corinthians 10:12 has absolutely nothing to do with the argument he is
seeking to leverage. As can be seen from the context, the verse is addressing those in the
Corinthian assembly who were calling into question the validity of Paul's apostolic authority (this
based upon a superficial judgment of Paul's outward appearance). Hence, it is in that respect of
judging (i.e. "measuring and comparing") that Paul speaks of in 2 Corinthians 10:12. Obviously, no
one here is challenging the apostolic authority of our apostle. Therefore, in light of Bryan's
inappropriate use of 2 Corinthians 10:12, he now leaves his reader to ponder whether he is
13
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intentionally handling the Word of God deceitfully or perhaps has just completely failed to
understand the contextual meaning of the verse. What other possibility remains?
VERSES OUT OF CONTEXT EXHIBIT B
The "if so be" of Romans 8:9 and Romans 8:17
Another example of contextual blunder is exhibited in Bryan's argument surrounding the wording
"if so be" (particularly as it is cited in Romans 8:9 and Romans 8:17). As many may know, Bryan's
position wrongly asserts that the words "if so be" (ei per in the Greek) are always used in the New
Testament to promote a continuance of logic rather than condition as is captured in his statement
below:
"By meaning and usage in the New Testament, the Greek word ei per is not one of condition
but of logic. It denotes progression in thought as in logical argumentation i.e., if A is true, then
B follows from it" -Bryan Ross14
As we shall see, the contextual blunder here is really that Bryan has not properly understood the
greater context of Romans chapter 8 itself. This is largely due to the fact that his study
methodology (as he applies it to any given verse) habitually serves to promote the Greek
concordance as his authority trumping what is plainly conveyed in the King James English.
Consequently, as Bryan flounders about in the trees of a Greek based micro-evaluation of the
verses he completely fails to see the greater contextual forest before him in English!
The words "if so be" as presented in the context of Romans 8:9 and 8:17 are in fact conditional.
This should be self evident seeing that 1) the entirety of Romans 8 is addressing all eternally saved
and secured members of the Body of Christ, and 2) The very first verse of the chapter inferentially
delineates the Body of Christ into two separate categories as it contextually pertains to the
conditional nature of sanctified life: there are those in the Body who walk not after the flesh but
after the Spirit, and conversely (by way of logical inference), there are also those in the Body who
walk not after the Spirit but after the flesh.
Paul's reference to walking after the flesh is contextually established back in Romans chapter 7. In
that chapter, Paul is addressing his fellow Jewish kinsman in the Church the Body of Christ as
stated in verse 1: "for I speak to them that know the law". The overall theme, context, and purpose
of Romans 7 (which dovetails into the context of Romans 8) serves to liberate the thinking of
those Jewish brethren who (like Paul) were accustomed to serving the Lord under the yoke of the
Mosaic Law that dispensationally presided over them in time past:
Wherefore, my brethren, ye also are become dead to the law by the body of Christ; that
ye should be married to another, even to him who is raised from the dead, that we
should bring forth fruit unto God. For when we were in the flesh, the motions of sins,
which were by the law, did work in our members to bring forth fruit unto death. But now
14
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we are delivered from the law, that being dead wherein we were held; that we should
serve in newness of spirit, and not in the oldness of the letter. -Romans 7:4-6
Based on this context established in Romans 7, we can see that the issue of walking after the flesh
(Romans 8) speaks of a saint's endeavor to manifest the sanctified life by performing in the flesh
under the dominion of the Mosaic law. In the time past of the prophetic program, the spiritual
mechanics of sanctification operated exactly in this way: it was required of the saint to manifest
their sanctified life by faith shown through painstaking obedience to the Mosaic Law (Lev 11:4445, Lev 20:7-8). For this reason, every faithful Jew living during the time of the dispensational
change would have been prone to continue serving according to that paradigm. BUT NOW (as our
apostle says in Rom 7:6) the program has changed, and with that change comes NEW operating
mechanics that one must follow so that Christ can produce the fruits of righteousness within the
inner man. Indeed, the fruits of righteousness cannot be cultivated by the condemnation of the
law; they can only be fostered through the power of grace wrought by Christ through a saint's
work of faith in studying the effectual power of the mystery. Hence, the context established in
Romans 7 (which extends into Romans 8) is rooted in the very bedrock of right division of God's
Word:
Yea doubtless, and I count all things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of
Christ Jesus my Lord: for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and do count them
but dung, that I may win Christ, And be found in him, not having mine own
righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ, the
righteousness which is of God by faith: -Philippians 3:8-9
The emphatic point that Paul is driving home in Romans 7 and into Romans 8 is fundamentally
this: all who endeavor to bring about the fruits of righteousness by constraining their flesh to the
demands of the Mosaic Law actually induce death to the functionality of sanctified life:
For I delight in the law of God after the inward man: But I see another law in my
members, warring against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law
of sin which is in my members. O wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me from the
body of this death? I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord. So then with the mind I
myself serve the law of God; but with the flesh the law of sin. -Romans 7:22-25
For they that are after the flesh do mind the things of the flesh; but they that are after
the Spirit the things of the Spirit. For to be carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually
minded is life and peace. -Romans 8:5-6
For if ye live after the flesh, ye shall die: but if ye through the Spirit do mortify the deeds
of the body, ye shall live. -Romans 8:13
This "death" of a functional sanctified life (elicited by a saint's attempt to perform under the
measuring stick of the law) produces both a temporal and eternal consequence: temporally, it
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produces frustration, despondency, and self-condemnation in this present life. Additionally, if
left unresolved the saint who perpetually labors unto the Lord in that unprofitable state will also
come to reap the eternal condemnation of his "fleshly" service at the judgment seat of Christ (Rom
8:1). Why? Because "they that are in the flesh cannot please God" (Rom 8:8).
My point in saying all this is that Bryan clearly does not understand the greater contextual theme
that is being conveyed through Romans 7 on into Romans 8. This is precisely because Bryan
undermines the context of these chapters (that are sufficiently presented in King James English)
by imposing his deplorable Greek study methods upon his evaluation of the text. Furthermore, it is
obvious that Bryan is muddled in his understanding of the condemnation spoken of in Romans 8:1
as is evidenced in this statement from him below. The following quote from Bryan Ross
(concerning Romans 8:1) was taken from his recent teaching series on the Judgment Seat of Christ
presented on 1/05/14:
"You're either in Adam or in Christ. You're either in Adam or you're where? You're in Christ.
How do you get into Christ? You get into Christ by believing that Christ died on the cross for
your sins, was buried and rose again and relying exclusively on that, trusting only in that, and
not in your religious works or performance. When we do that, Romans 8:1, there is therefore
now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but
after the Spirit. Folks if you are in Jesus Christ, if you have been taken out of Adam and put
into Jesus Christ, is your sin issue settled? Have you been totally forgiven of all your sins? Yes,
and there is now therefore no condemnation!" - Bryan Ross January 5, 201415
Given Bryan's statement here, two things are evident:
1. He clearly does understand the basic truths of justification as presented in Romans
chapters 1-5.
2. He clearly DOES NOT understand that the "condemnation" of Romans 8:1 is NOT a
justification issue, it is a sanctification issue. While Bryan associates Romans 8:1 with the
condemnation of the Great White Throne judgment, the word is ultimately speaking in
reference to a saint's a sanctified service unto the Lord that shall be judged (either
approved or condemned for destruction) at Judgment Seat of Christ.16
One is left to wonder how a pastor who doesn't understand the VERY FIRST VERSE of Romans 8
would be fit to argue about the subsequent verses that follow it (for example Romans 8:9 and
8:17)!

Following Bryan's presentation, Ryan Michael Jones contacted Bryan Ross on Facebook on Jan 12, 2013 explaining
to him that the condemnation of Romans 8:1 was not a justification issue but rather a sanctification issue. Bryan
immediately deleted Ryan's comment and then shortly thereafter blocked us both from posting further on his account.
16 Condemnation (i.e. sanctified service rejected and destroyed at the judgment seat of Christ) is also referred to in 1
Cor 3:9-17, 2 Cor 10:8, 2 Cor 13:9-10, Phil 3:18-19, Titus 2:7-8, Titus 3:11.
15
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If Bryan truly understood Romans 8:1, he would not use it as a "proof text" of one's eternal
security as this verse is NOT addressing a saint's justified position in Christ. The eternal security
issue of justification was settled way back in the first 5 chapters of Romans! Consequently, I am
baffled as to how a grace pastor and a graduate of Grace School of the Bible could not comprehend
something so elementary. Bryan's failure to understand Romans 8:1 creates a domino effect that
ultimately impedes his comprehension of the conditional words of sanctification (if so be) that are
later presented in Romans 8:9 and 8:17. The words "if so be" are conditional in Romans 8:9 and
8:17 because the condition is entirely predicated upon whether a saint walks after the Spirit or
after the flesh!
Moreover, there is an additional aspect of the words "if so be" as they are used in Romans 8:9 that
proves their conditional usage. In fact we shall see that the condition of this verse has
EVERYTHING to do with whether or not a saint remains faithful to the rightly divided mystery of
our apostle. Let us start by looking at the verse (along with verses 7 & 8) for context:
Because the carnal mind is enmity against God: for it is not subject to the law of God,
neither indeed can be. So then they that are in the flesh cannot please God. But ye are
not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any
man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. -Romans 8:7-9
First, it should be pointed out that Paul's use of the word "dwell" (as in "if so be the Spirit of God
dwell in you") is extremely significant. This phrasing is expressly used by Paul to denote the
sanctified life operationally working to produce the mind of Christ within the saint's inner man.
This is something that is conditional because a saint may or may not choose to initiate (or more
commonly properly initiate) that sanctified process by their faith and diligence to study the Word
rightly divided. Notice how Ephesians and Colossians also use this term "dwell" in the conditional
sense as it pertains to a saint's sanctified growth:
That he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to be strengthened with
might by his Spirit in the inner man; That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith; that
ye, being rooted and grounded in love, May be able to comprehend with all saints what
is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height; And to know the love of Christ, which
passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fulness of God. -Ephesians 3:1619
Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one
another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to
the Lord. -Colossians 3:16
Notice the commonly shared phrasing here of "may", "might", and "let" in these verses? These are
conditional words because they speak of the saint's voluntary participation with the sanctification
process (a process initiated and facilitated by a saint's faith in studying rightly divided). By use of
these conditional words, logic demands for the alternative possibility that saints MAY NOT allow
Christ to dwell in their hearts by faith, or that the Word of Christ MAY NOT dwell in a particular
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saint in all wisdom. Indeed, the reality exists that a saint may in fact live his entire life "grieving
the Spirit" and/or "frustrating" the grace of God.
In keeping with this conditional nature of sanctified life, I'd like to highlight yet another aspect of
Romans 8:8-9:
So then they that are in the flesh cannot please God.But ye are not in the flesh, but in
the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man have not the Spirit
of Christ, he is none of his. -Romans 8:8-9
I've emphasized the last part of the passage (i.e. "none of his") because this phrasing is also highly
significant. Sadly, many grace pastors (namely those among Grace School of the Bible and Bryan
Ross in particular) WRONGLY read Romans 8:8-9 reasoning and teaching that Paul is simply
reminding his reader of some basic justification principles already settled in Romans chapters 1-5.
Consequently, they completely miss what Paul is conveying in the passage. They teach this
passage as though Paul is momentarily digressing from his progressive sanctification discourse to
give his reader a "friendly reminder" that all those in Adam are without the Holy Spirit; are not
justified; and therefore are hopelessly unable to please God seeing that they are "none of his". Isn't
that already obvious? Does it make any sense that Paul (in Romans 8 of all places) would digress
to declare such an obvious reality to his reader as if they didn't already know that? To view the
passage in that way is absolutely preposterous. Yet, that is exactly how Bryan Ross and others
within Grace School of the Bible teach that passage in Romans 8.
Notice Bryan's statement which he delivered at the April 2014 GSB conference:
"Look at Romans chapter 8 verse 9, it says in verse 9 but ye are not in the flesh but in the
Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ,
he is none of his. Folks, if that is a statement of condition, you don't have the indwelling Holy
Spirit! If it's a statement of fact in the sense of since, or indeed, or after all, or whatever, it
maintains the integrity of the statement. If you make it a condition, now what you are saying
is that you don't have the indwelling Holy Spirit." -Bryan Ross, April 25, 2014 at the GSB
"Soldiers In Training" conference17
Clearly Bryan doesn't get it. Paul is not talking about the Holy Spirit being "in" a saint via
justification in that passage! It is obvious that every justified saint has the Holy Spirit, yet not
every justified saint allows the Holy Spirit to "dwell" peaceably in them to form the mind of Christ
within their inner man. Again, Romans 8:9 is detailing a sanctification issue not a justification
issue and this matter is entirely centered in a saint's willingness and obedience to faithfully study
the mystery rightly divided.

Comments taken from Bryan’s presentation titled "Foundations Under Fire" April 25 2014.
The word "indwelling" is nowhere to be found in the KJB. According to Merriam Webster, its first known use was in 1649. This use
of the term (within the parlance of Christendom) was most certainly an apostate denominational creation. As evidenced by Bryan's
use of it, this emotionally charged word of leaven sadly serves to blur the lines of actual Bible terminology even today.
17
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What then can be said concerning Paul's statement about those who have not the Spirit of Christ
and are "none of his"? This strong phrasing is stumbling to some and most certainly to Bryan Ross.
Yet, I would point out to the reader that Paul also refers to saved members of the Body as "enemies
of the cross of Christ" in Phil 3:18-19 and "evil workers" in Phil 3:2. Such phrasing is addressing all
those (inclusive of those in the Body of Christ) who promote or labor to serve in any doctrine that
is contrary to that which has been laid by the apostolic authority and foundation of Paul. In that
light, consider the connection of this phrasing "none of his" to what is contrastingly said in the
context of 2 Timothy 2:19:
Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal, The Lord knoweth
them that are his. And, Let every one that nameth the name of Christ depart from
iniquity. -2 Timothy 2:19
If you back up and read the preceding context in 2 Timothy 2:14-18, you will see that this issue
concerning "them that are His" (i.e. those approved unto God) or conversely "none of his" (those
not approved unto God) is a sanctification issue that is entirely and pivotally dependent upon right
division of the scripture. The context of Paul's statement in 2 Tim 2:19 is being said in the
contextual backdrop of Hymenaeus and Philetus who had deviated from our apostle's doctrine in
teaching that the resurrection (i.e. the rapture) had already passed. Naturally, such teaching was,
and is especially cankerous seeing that it subverts a saint's distinctive identity in the Body of
Christ (and by extension all points of doctrine appointed unto that agency). The logical implication
of this cankerous teaching would be that a saint who has missed the rapture would then be
subjected to the binding ordinances and doctrines resuming in the prophetic program (i.e.
Hebrews-Revelation), not to mention the wrath of the 70th week! Consequently, Hymenaeus and
Philetus were stumbling the sanctification process of others in the Body of Christ by subverting
their rightly divided orientation to scripture. It is in that context that Paul declares (in verse 19)
this response to such pernicious deviance:
Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal, The Lord knoweth
them that are his. And let every one that nameth the name of Christ depart from
inquity. -2 Timothy 2:19
In other words, "them that are His" in 2 Tim 2:19 refers (contextually) to saints in the Body who
are not led astray by the vain babblings of wrongly dividing teachers, but rather maintain steadfast
in faithfulness to our apostle's doctrine. Conversely, those that are "none of His" in Romans 8:9
refers to those who are not faithful to our apostle's doctrine rightly divided.
VERSES OUT OF CONTEXT EXHIBIT C
The fellowheirs of Ephesians 3:6 and the joint-heirs of Romans 8:17
In this next example Bryan cites an irrelevant Acts 9/Acts 28 dispute between J.C. O'Hair and
Charles Welch in a concerted attempt to conflate the joint-heirs of Romans 8:17 with the
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fellowheirs of Ephesians 3:6. The irrelevancy here is that we are NOT contending our position of
joint-heirship from the constructs of an Acts 28 paradigm as Welch was doing:
"Is it not ironic that in the same work (God’s Reign of Grace for the Human Race) that O’Hair
first articulates a clear mid-Acts position (the church began before Paul wrote Romans in Acts
20) we find him doing exactly what Welch refused to do, i.e., connect Romans 8:17 with its
obvious Pauline cross reference in Ephesians 3:6. O’Hair knew what Welch could not admit on
account of this dispensational framework, and the modern supporters of the “two inheritance”
view refuse to concede, namely that anyone who is a “fellowheir” in the body of Christ is also a
“joint-heir with Christ” simply by being a member Christ’s body". [sic] -Bryan Ross18
While Romans 8:17 and Ephesians 3:6 share a common thread in that they both speak of
beneficiaries of Christ's inheritance, there is a subtle yet significant contextual difference between
the two: the focus of the joint-heir in Romans 8:17 specifically speaks of those who are
conditionally inheriting a shared reigning with Christ (this will be covered in more detail on page
40, "Unpacking the Inheritance"). In contrast, Ephesians 3:6 speaks generally of a common
inheritance shared between the one new man of the mystery and Israel of prophecy as two
constituent parts of God's collective household. In order to see the context of Ephesians 3:6, the
reader should back up and read from Ephesians 2:11 to our verse in question:
That the Gentiles should be fellowheirs, and of the same body, and partakers of his
promise in Christ by the gospel: -Ephesians 3:6
If you read the context you will note the reference to "fellowcitizens" in Ephesians 2:19:
Now therefore ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellowcitizens with the
saints, and of the household of God; -Ephesians 2:19
This reference to fellowcitizens serves as the underlying context of the fellowheirs in Ephesians 3:6.
Interestingly, this mention of inherited citizenship also corresponds to the default aspect of our
inheritance as "heirs of God" in Romans 8:17. This is to say (which was already said in the preface
to this rebuttal, and will again be unpacked further in this paper) that every justified saint is a
recipient heir of everlasting life with citizenship in the Kingdom as the first portion of inheritance.
Indeed, this opportunity afforded to the one new man to partake as fellowheirs in the promise of
Christ would also signify an invitation to partake in the fullness of His inheritance (this including
the aspect of reigning). Yet, Ephesians 3:12 also goes on to declare this extremely important detail
concerning HOW a justified saint in the Body partakes in the fullness of Christ's inheritance:
In whom we have boldness and access with confidence by the faith of him.
-Ephesians 3:12
Naturally, the word access conveys the concept of admittance. All who are justified have been
given access (or admittance) into the mind of Christ. Therefore, all who are justified have been
18
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given access to appropriate the fullness of His inheritance (Acts 20:32). While this access is freely
given to every saint, it is obvious that not every saint utilizes this access afforded to them. It is
because of this reason that the fullness of Christ's inheritance stands as a conditional offer that
may or may not be appropriated by the saint.
It would behoove us to back up and look at this doctrinal issue of access as it is first presented in
Romans 5:
Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ: By whom also we have access by faith into this grace wherein we stand, and
rejoice in hope of the glory of God. -Romans 5:1-2
Notice that this access in Romans 5:2 is utilized by faith. This specifically speaks of the sanctifying
work of faith (1 Thes 1:3, 2 Thes 1:11) in studying the mystery rightly divided. Hence, our access
(via our justified position in Christ) conceptually signifies our potential to partake and to
appropriate the fullness of His inheritance by our faithfulness to study. I say "potential" because a
saint may or may not choose to utilize that access provided. It is for this reason that the parallel
epistle of Colossians expounds the gravity of this matter by issuing the following warning:
And you, that were sometime alienated and enemies in your mind by wicked works, yet
now hath he reconciled In the body of his flesh through death, to present you holy and
unblameable and unreproveable in his sight: If ye continue in the faith grounded and
settled, and be not moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard,
and which was preached to every creature which is under heaven; whereof I Paul am
made a minister; Who now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up that which is
behind of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for his body's sake, which is the church:
Whereof I am made a minister, according to the dispensation of God which is given to
me for you, to fulfil the word of God; Even the mystery which hath been hid from ages
and from generations, but now is made manifest to his saints: To whom God would
make known what is the riches of the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles; which is
Christ in you, the hope of glory: Whom we preach, warning every man, and teaching
every man in all wisdom; that we may present every man perfect in Christ Jesus:
Whereunto I also labour, striving according to his working, which worketh in me
mightily. -Colossians 1:21-29
While I haven't provided it here, I'd urge the reader to study and thoughtfully compare the
parallels between Ephesians 2:11-3:20 and Colossians 1:9-29. Where the contextual theme of
Ephesians focuses on God's devotion to the Body of Christ, Colossians focuses on our devotion and
response to Christ as the head of the Body. It is for this reason that you will not see any
exhortation about our responsibility to utilize the access in Ephesians (although it is mentioned),
but you will see these warnings in the parallel narrative of Colossians.
As a final comment to this section, I'd also like to point out the following fun fact which is most
interesting: if you look up the word "access" you will note that this word appears in scripture a
total of 3 times (Rom 5:2, Eph 2:18, and Eph 3:12). As the Bible student already knows, the
number 3 in scripture signifies fulfillment and spiritual completion. Likewise, if you look up the
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word "complete" you will note that this word also occurs only 3 times in scripture (Col 2:10, Col
4:12, and Lev 23:15). There is a meaningful relationship in this: while every saint is positionally
complete in Christ (Col 2:10), a saint practically appropriates that completeness unto its realized
fulfillment by faithfully laboring as a workman in study through the access that Christ has
provided (Rom 5:2).
VERSES OUT OF CONTEXT EXHIBIT D
2 Corinthians 4:10 (This exhibit is discussed on page 32 of this paper)

CONTRADICTIONS AND VACILLATIONS OF BRYAN ROSS IN HIS OWN
ARGUMENTATION
The following is not an exhaustive list, but rather only a cross section of a greater theme of
waffling that we have repeatedly noted with Bryan Ross in the totality of his manifest:
CONTRADICTION/ VACILLATION EXHIBIT A
"if so be" of 1 Corinthians 15:15: Logical or conditional?
Our first exhibit of this section concerns Bryans' emphatic argument that EVERY citation of "if so
be" ("ei per" in the Greek) in the New Testament is used to convey continuance of logic rather than
conditionality. I cite Bryan's own words from his paper:
"By meaning and usage in the New Testament, the Greek word ei per is not one of condition
but of logic. It denotes progression in thought as in logical argumentation i.e., if A is true, then
B follows from it" - Bryan Ross19
In this same paragraph of his paper, Bryan expounds his rationale by specifically citing the use of
"if so be" in 1 Corinthians 15:15 in saying:
"For example, consider the "if so be" as it appears in 1 Corinthians 15:15. In this context,
beginning with verse 12, Paul is in the middle of making an argument regarding the reality of
resurrection in general and the resurrection of Christ specifically. Paul is not questioning the
reality of the resurrection of Christ specifically. Paul is not questioning the reality of
resurrection because he emphatically states in verse 20 'But now is Christ risen from the
dead...' Therefore, "if so be" in verse 15 serves the purpose of logical challenge and is in
line with the rhetorical question asked in verse 12" -Bryan Ross20
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Despite Bryan's emphatically stated conclusion here, he has not disclosed to his reader this
statement sent by him via message to Ryan Michael Jones on Facebook (dated 12/06/13):
"Ryan- after further consideration I think I am willing to concede on 1 Cor 15:15. I realized
that I was doing something that I was frustrated with you for doing. In terms of not allowing
the context to play a role in the determining the meaning of the words. I am pressed for time
at the moment and will explain more later. However, I don't think that every time "ei per"
is translated "if so be" it is conditional". -Bryan Ross 12/6/13
Given Bryan's vacillating position on this verse, it remains unclear if he has either carelessly
forgotten his statement here to Ryan or perhaps has purposefully chosen to avoid it as to not risk
undermining his now emphatic declaration put forth in his paper.
Regardless of his waffling, the reference to "if so be" in 1 Cor 15:15 is in fact conditional in its
usage. The conditionality in this, while framed in a discourse of logic, hinges on whether or not the
hypothetical assertion of the Corinthian assembly (i.e. that there is no resurrection of the dead) be
true or erroneous. In this, Paul has created a syllogism in the text that incorporates the
suppositional claim of the Corinthians in order to show that supposition to be folly. The syllogism
of the text is basically this:




You Corinthians have believed that Christ was resurrected (see verse 11).
Yet you now believe there to be no resurrection for man (see verse 12) .
Seeing that Christ was also a man, your supposition therefore demands that Christ was also
not resurrected (see verses 13-16).

This is a logical argument that Paul is asserting according to the conditional nature of an illogical
premise. It is in this respect that our passage in question can be read in this manner:
But if there be no resurrection of the dead, then is Christ not risen: And if Christ be not
risen, then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also vain. Yea, and we are found
false witnesses of God; because we have testified of God that he raised up Christ:
whom he raised not up ( i.e. a logical conclusion of the Corinthian supposition), IF SO BE
(i.e. on the condition that this supposition is true) that the dead rise not. For if the dead rise
not, then is not Christ raised: -1 Corinthians 15:13-16 (context expounded in the
parentheses)
CONTRADICTION/VACILLATION EXHIBIT B
The mystery and Romans 8
Our second exhibit of Bryan's vacillating argument concerns his position on the mystery and its
relationship to Romans chapter 8. As many know, in early December of 2013, Bryan Ross released
a video rebuttal to the Joint-Heirs paper (now pulled by him from public record) where he had
initially argued that the mystery was not in any way part of Romans 8 contextually, and therefore
reasoned that it had no connection to the suffering spoken of in Romans 8:17. His rationale was
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based only on the fact that the "mystery" isn't formally cited by title in verse until Romans 16:25
and thus he reasoned it could not have been within the contextual focus of the precedent chapter
of Romans 8. His argument on this is captured from the 48:53 minute mark of that video wherein
Bryan said the following:
"Understand, what they're saying is what is means to suffer with Him (Romans 8:17) is to
suffer for the truth of the mystery. First of all, is the word mystery even mentioned in
Romans 8? The word mystery is not even mentioned in the book of Romans until
chapter 16" -Bryan Ross, December 8, 2013
In response to that video, both Ryan and I tendered a series of public rebuttals and reviews to
Bryan pointing out that the words "judgment seat of Christ" are also not in 1 Corinthians 3, nor in 2
Timothy 2, yet those chapters certainly reference that event in their context. Following our
rebuttals to him, Bryan pulled the video and issued the following statement on both his Grace Life
Bible Church website, as well as on Facebook:
"...upon reading the reviews of both Matt and Ryan as well as listening to my message again I
became convinced that I had made some statements regarding the mystery in the book
of Romans that I actually do not agree with. Consequently, I thought it best to pull the
video rather than continue to have these misstatements circulate under my name". -Bryan
Ross21
Within months of publicly rescinding his initial position (that the mystery was somehow devoid in
the context of Romans 8), Bryan now reinstates that very same argument again in his paper! In
page 13 of his paper Bryan states the following:
"One has to read into the passage to conclude that the "we suffer with him" in Romans 8:17 is
referring to individual suffering for the truth of the mystery. Not only does the word
mystery appear nowhere within the context of Romans 8 but individual unique suffering
is not even what the passage is speaking about in general." -Bryan Ross22
Then just one page later in his paper, Bryan seemingly waffles again in saying that the doctrines of
the mystery are indeed within the contextual scope of Romans, yet just not fully expounded.
(Whether or not this nebulous statement is inclusive of Romans chapter 8 is not made clear):
"According to Romans 16:25-26, the primary function of the book of Romans is to set forth the
foundational truths of what Paul calls "my gospel" as well as explain its implications upon all
those who trust its message. This is evident by the fact that the mystery is not fully
expounded in the book of Romans. Setting forth the advanced doctrines of the mystery
program is the job of Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians. Thus the main purpose of
Romans is not to establish the advanced truth of the mystery program that one must suffer for
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in order to be made a "joint-heir with Christ" as the "two inheritance" position has asserted."
-Bryan Ross23
To recap all this, the mystery (according to Bryan) has gone from NOT being in the contextual
scope of Romans 8; to again being in it; to again not being in it; and finally back to being in it again
(potentially) yet just not fully expounded. Bryan's newest argument is that because the mystery is
not fully expounded in the book Romans, the saints at the early church of Rome would not have
been able to conclude (from the existing scripture available to them) that the suffering of Romans
8:17 came as a result of one's voluntary willingness to suffer for the Pauline doctrine.
While we agree with Bryan that the mystery is not fully expounded in Romans, the fact remains
that the early church assembly at Rome would have had ample scripture (i.e. Galatians, 1&2
Thessalonians, and 1&2 Corinthians) available to them for cross reference. Therefore, the logical
question at hand is: had Paul written about suffering for the doctrine of the mystery prior to
Romans? Would that early church at Rome have been able to make that connection from the
epistles they had available to them? Bryan Ross says no, but what saith the scripture?:
 And I, brethren, if I yet preach circumcision, why do I yet suffer persecution? then
is the offence of the cross ceased. -Galatians 5:11
 As many as desire to make a fair shew in the flesh, they constrain you to be
circumcised; only lest they should suffer persecution for the cross of Christ.
-Galatians 6:12
 For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision, but a
new creature. And as many as walk according to this rule, peace be on them, and
mercy, and upon the Israel of God. From henceforth let no man trouble me: for I
bear in my body the marks of the Lord Jesus. -Galatians 6:15-17
 For this cause also thank we God without ceasing, because, when ye received the word
of God which ye heard of us, ye received it not as the word of men, but as it is in truth,
the word of God, which effectually worketh also in you that believe. For ye, brethren,
became followers of the churches of God which in Judaea are in Christ Jesus: for ye
also have suffered like things of your own countrymen, even as they have of the
Jews: Who both killed the Lord Jesus, and their own prophets, and have
persecuted us; and they please not God, and are contrary to all men: Forbidding us
to speak to the Gentiles that they might be saved, to fill up their sins alway: for the wrath
is come upon them to the uttermost. -1Thessalonians 2:13-16
 Wherefore when we could no longer forbear, we thought it good to be left at Athens
alone; And sent Timotheus, our brother, and minister of God, and our fellowlabourer in
the gospel of Christ, to establish you, and to comfort you concerning your faith: That no
23
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man should be moved by these afflictions: for yourselves know that we are
appointed thereunto. -1 Thessalonians 3:1-3
 Therefore, brethren, we were comforted over you in all our affliction and distress
by your faith: For now we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord. -1Thessalonians 3:7
 We are bound to thank God always for you, brethren, as it is meet, because that your
faith groweth exceedingly, and the charity of every one of you all toward each other
aboundeth; So that we ourselves glory in you in the churches of God for your
patience and faith in all your persecutions and tribulations that ye endure: Which
is a manifest token of the righteous judgment of God, that ye may be counted
worthy of the kingdom of God, for which ye also suffer: -2 Thessalonians 1:3-5
 And whether we be afflicted, it is for your consolation and salvation, which is
effectual in the enduring of the same sufferings which we also suffer: or whether
we be comforted, it is for your consolation and salvation. And our hope of you is
stedfast, knowing, that as ye are partakers of the sufferings, so shall ye be also of
the consolation. For we would not, brethren, have you ignorant of our trouble which
came to us in Asia, that we were pressed out of measure, above strength, insomuch
that we despaired even of life: -2 Corinthians 1:6-8
 But in all things approving ourselves as the ministers of God, in much patience, in
afflictions, in necessities, in distresses, In stripes, in imprisonments, in tumults, in
labours, in watchings, in fastings, By pureness, by knowledge, by longsuffering, by
kindness, by the Holy Ghost, by love unfeigned, By the word of truth, by the power of
God, by the armour of righteousness on the right hand and on the left, By honour and
dishonour, by evil report and good report: as deceivers, and yet true; As unknown, and
yet well known; as dying, and, behold, we live; as chastened, and not killed; As
sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing; as poor, yet making many rich; as having nothing, and yet
possessing all things. -2 Corinthians 6:4-10
 Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes save one.Thrice was I beaten with rods,
once was I stoned, thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night and a day I have been in the
deep; in journeyings often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in perils by mine own
countrymen, in perils by the heathen, in perils in the city, in perils in the wilderness, in
perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren; In weariness and painfulness, in
watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness. Beside
those things that are without, that which cometh upon me daily,the care of all the
churches. -2 Corinthians 11:24-28
 We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed, but not in despair;
Persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, but not destroyed; Always bearing about in the
body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in
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our body.For we which live are alway delivered unto death for Jesus' sake, that the life
also of Jesus might be made manifest in our mortal flesh. -2 Corinthians 4:8-11
There is absolutely no doubt that the early church at Rome would have understood Paul's
reference to suffering in Romans 8:17 as being consequential to one's labor and faithfulness to the
mystery. Let us not also forget that suffering for the mystery is not limited to the extremeness of
persecution. Paul also describes the suffering of anguish and worry, i.e. an emotional suffering that
can grieve the soul in seeing others oppose or depart from the mystery (Acts 20:19, Acts 20:29-31,
2 Tim 1:4).
CONTRADICTION EXHIBIT C
Bryan's "Positional suffering" argument of Romans 8:17 and 2 Timothy 2:8-9
On page 14 of his paper Bryan asserts his view that the suffering of Romans 8:17 is referring to a
common suffering that is ubiquitously experienced throughout the entirety of the Body as an
inherent consequence of a saint's justified position in Christ:
"All believers are "heirs of God" and "joint-heirs" with Christ because we are members of
Christ's body. Consequently, it is based upon the mechanics of positional truth that we suffer
with Christ. Where one member suffers all the members suffer with it period. I suffer with
Christ and Christ with me because I am in Christ and Christ is in me. In summation of this
point, is it not ironic that Paul explicitly states the suffering he was enduring "as an evil doer"
in 2 Timothy were specifically on account of what he calls "my gospel" in 2 Timothy 2:8-9?
Consequently, the context of 2 Timothy 2 has Paul suffering on account of the basic truths of
his gospel; whereby upon belief one is made a child of God by the Spirit of adoption" -Bryan
Ross24
I am utterly astonished that Bryan would actually choose 2 Tim 2:8-9, of all verses, to summate his
"positional suffering" argument. Paul wasn't suffering trouble as an evil doer unto bonds in the
positional sense that Bryan suggests; he was suffering because he was ACTIVELY and
FAITHFULLY proclaiming the mystery! Is that not obvious from the verse? The key point I wish to
highlight is Bryan's use of 2 Tim 2:8-9. Take note of the fact that he has distinctly attributed the
suffering of this verse to a suffering that is inherent to one's position in Christ. This is significant
because one's position in Christ (i.e. justified righteousness) is a matter that is neither subject to
revocation nor increase, it remains immutably constant irrespective of a saint's volition to remain
either faithful or unfaithful to the Lord (even in abandoning the faith entirely). In other words: a
person cannot become more justified or less justified, either he is eternally justified in a righteous
standing or he isn't.
Having said that, just two pages later Bryan revisits 2 Timothy chapter 2 in saying this:

24
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"If a man wishes to continue to receive rewards in the form of payments he must endure and
continue working.
So it is with II Timothy 2:12. In this context Paul is addressing Timothy as an individual
member of the body of Christ (II Tim. 2:1) and encouraging him to “endure” the “hardness” of
the ministry (II Tim. 2:1-4), despite the mass apostasy that was already occurring in Asia (II
Tim. 1:15). This is a much different context from when Paul was addressing the believers at
Rome in Romans 8. In II Timothy 2:12 when Paul uses the word “suffer” it has a totally different
meaning than in Romans 8:17. First, as noted above the underlying Greek words are not the
same and have different meanings. Rather than referring to automatic common suffering as in
Romans 8:17 (“suffer with”) in this context Paul is speaking about individual voluntary
suffering. -Bryan Ross25
Do you see the problem here? Two pages earlier in his article Bryan just argued that Paul's
suffering in 2 Timothy 2:8-9 was ONLY on account of "basic" or "positional truths" that are
commonly shared and experienced by every member in the Body. Now he states that the suffering
in 2 Timothy 2:12 (which he himself acknowledges is contextually established in the first 4 verses
of 2 Timothy 2) is in fact predicated upon one's voluntary willingness to suffer for the truth of the
mystery. Are we being asked to conclude here that the context of voluntary suffering (which Bryan
himself acknowledges as beginning in 2 Tim 2:1-4, and is equally expressed in verse 12) is
somehow NOT ALSO expressed in verses 8-9? That makes ZERO sense! The reality is: the context
of voluntary suffering for the mystery begins in verse 1 and continues throughout the text unto
culmination in 2 Timothy 2:12:

If we suffer, we shall also reign with him: if we deny him, he also will deny
us: -2 Timothy 2:12
CONTRADICTION/ VACILLATION EXHIBIT D
Is the reigning of 2 Timothy 2:12 merited by faithfulness to Pauline doctrine?
As previously mentioned, in December 2013 Bryan Ross launched his first bungled attempt in
attacking the truth of the joint-heir doctrine with a video sermon that was subsequently rebutted
by Ryan and I, thus prompting Bryan to pull his video from public record. I'd like to point out that
Bryan went on record there in agreeing with us that the reigning of 2 Timothy 2:12 is in fact going
to be denied to some members in the Body of Christ (denied to those who are unfaithful and
unwilling to suffer for our apostle's doctrine). His comments below were taken from the 25:20
minute mark of that video:
"If you just read verse 12 (2 Timothy 2:12), is there clearly something that is being
denied for not suffering? Yes, and what is it? It says reign. The question is though, is that
passage (although it contains similar wording) talking about exactly the same thing that is
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being discussed in Romans chapter 8 verse 17? ...I believe the answer to that question is no." Bryan Ross, December 201326
Flash forward now to April 25, 2014 where Bryan again attempts to publicly attack the joint-heir
issue (this time by spearheading an entire conference held at Richard Jordan's Shorewood Bible
Church in Chicago). In Bryan's presentation there titled "Foundations Under Fire", he riles up his
audience by saying this concerning our profession of joint-heirship and its connection to a saint's
reigning with Christ:
"This is a dangerous thing that is being sold out there right now... Folks the very foundations

of our faith is under attack by those within our own movement who are using their
misunderstanding of heirship in Romans 8 to restructure the grace life into a system of works
based sanctification. Where this is leading to is to take the grace life truths that we have
all come to rejoice in, and to take them and wipe them off the board as though they
never existed, and to put you back under a sneaky grace type works program that's
couched in grace terminology but really has you working, striving, and back under a
performance system to attain joint-heirship and reigning with Christ" (1:02:10-1:03:20
minute marks).
Bryan accuses our profession of the joint-heir doctrine to be a pernicious affront to the grace of
God tantamount to a "sneaky" works based program of sanctified life. He accuses us of promoting
a doctrine that subverts the grace of God simply because we emphasize the importance of the
saint's faithfulness to Pauline doctrine as the means by which the glory and honor of reigning with
Christ is attained and apprehended (Phil 3:11-12, 1 Cor 9:24). Did Bryan forget to read his own
paper? Unfortunately for Bryan we have read it and would like to point out the following
statement from him:
"In II Timothy 2, Paul is exhorting Timothy to endure and remain in the truth at all costs and
not to be “turned away” as Phygellus and Hermogense (II Tim. 1:15), Hymenaeus and Philetus
(II Tim. 2:17), or Demas (II Tim. 4:10) where. The problem with all these men is that they did
not suffer, endure, or abide in the truth. In II Timothy 2:12, Paul is reminding Timothy that
he will be rewarded for his faithful service by being granted a position of reigning with
Christ whereas these men who did not endure will not."(sic) - Bryan Ross27
Wait a minute Bryan, I thought the joint-heir teaching of NCGF which contends that one must
remain faithful to Pauline doctrine in order to reign as a joint-heir with Christ was a "sneaky grace
type works program"! What then are we to conclude about your written statement concerning
Timothy?
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It is our expectation that Bryan Ross will at some point deviate from his current position on 2 Timothy 2:12 and attempt to
conform the conditional clause of the verse into harmony with his arguments concerning Romans 8:17. This is because his
arguments on Romans 8:17 remain untenable so long as the reigning of 2 Timothy 2:12 is read as the conditional statement that it
is.
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SAEED ABEDINI, A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME:
In December 2013, Bryan's first video sermon attack on the joint-heir doctrine was focally
centered upon Calvary Chapel pastor Saeed Abedini who is currently imprisoned in Iran for his
ministry and profession of faith in Christ. In this, Bryan attempted to use the persecution of Mr.
Abedini as leverage to emotionally manipulate his audience in preface to his argument.
Essentially, Bryan attempted to derisively juxtapose the comparative physical comfort in our
proclamation of the joint-heir doctrine with that of the extreme persecution of men like Saeed
Abedini who suffer for their faith even though it be built upon the wrong doctrinal foundation. In
other words: Bryan was mocking us (claiming us to be "hiding behind computers stirring up
trouble") while men like Saeed are "truly" paying the full price of suffering for faith on the
frontlines of ministry.
In the weeks that followed Bryan's video sermon release, I responded on Facebook posting a video
of Saeed Abedini's own personal testimony where he spoke on how he came to faith in Christ. In
that testimony Saeed described being woken out of a deep sleep and seeing a bright light in his
room and audibly hearing the voice of Jesus speaking to him telling him that he was called to go
out and share the gospel (i.e. the gospel of Acts 2) with the people of Iran. Needless to say, after
posting that outrageously bizarre testimony of Saeed, Bryan quickly pulled his video.
I point this out because Bryan has reinstated that same manipulative argument again in his paper,
only now with different characters. Rather than exploiting the physical suffering of Saeed Abedini,
Bryan has now chosen a much safer (and far less embarrassing) option by exhibiting martyrs of
history like Tyndale, Wycliffe, and Huss. In showcasing the suffering inflicted upon these men,
Bryan once again attempts to emotionally provoke his audience with the following question:
"For the sake of argument, just how much are the advocates of the “two inheritance” view
suffering for Pauline truth when compared with believers in other lands that live in constant
fear of being tortured or executed for their faith?" -Bryan Ross28
While Bryan may have replaced the characters in his manipulative argumentation, his contention
still remains pointlessly invalid. Whether it be Saeed Abedini, Tyndale, Wycliffe, or Huss (all men
whose ministries labored upon and suffered for a wrongly divided understanding of scripture),
our apostle's own words speak loudly and clearly on this matter:
Thou therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ. No man that
warreth entangleth himself with the affairs of this life; that he may please him who hath
chosen him to be a soldier. And if a man also strive for masteries, yet is he not
crowned, except he strive lawfully. -2 Timothy 2:3-5
It's not the severity of suffering that counts in this Bryan, it's what the saint is suffering for that
counts!
28
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IF SO BE THAT WE SUFFER WITH HIM (ROMANS 8:17)
And if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we suffer with
him, that we may be also glorified together. -Romans 8:17
In his paper Bryan at long last offers an attempt at answering a question that had been previously
posed to him many times to no avail, this being: "what does it mean to suffer WITH HIM?" as
showcased in Romans 8:17. The remainder of this section will serve to explain what Bryan has
attempted to pass as an answer, and why it is categorically incorrect...
"Christ cannot be tortured, tormented, or suffer aches and pains today during the
dispensation of Grace by virtue of his present resurrected and exalted position. So then how
does Christ suffer anything? It is only through his position as the head of the body of
Christ that He is capable of suffering anything during the dispensation of Grace". Bryan Ross29
Bryan is essentially trying to proffer the notion that since Christ is the Head of the Body, that
somehow He is also a member, and that only thereby is He capable of suffering jointly with the
Body. In other words: Bryan is asserting that Christ is presently incapable of suffering anything,
apart from having a human vessel in the Body of Christ to vicariously suffer through. In response
to this position we retort that Christ presently has a suffering of his very own that is NOT
exclusively dependent upon a vicarious suffering through the members of His Body (this will be
expounded in the next section).
The troubling implication in Bryan's statement is that it subtly attenuates the position of our Lord
by blurring the lines of distinction: Christ is the Head, and the Body are the members, that
distinction is clear and consistent throughout Paul's epistles. Yet Bryan's paradigm wrongly
relegates and reduces Christ the Head as though He were a mere a member of the Body. Such a
thing teeters on the precipice of blasphemy. Consequentially, what Bryan is attempting to do via
his retching and wresting of the verses is to invert what is actually taking place. He would have
Romans 8:17 essentially read: ...and joint-heirs with Christ: if so be that He suffers WITH US!
Below are several quotes that Bryan uses to describe his spurious view of the relationship that
Christ as the head has to the members of the Body (particularly note the first quote cited below
where Bryan likens Jesus Christ, the head of the Body, as though he be our brother):
"To be a “joint-heir” with Christ simply means that we have a joint inheritance with Christ in all
that the Father will inherit through the work of his Son. Stemming from the straightforward
definition of the English word as well as the relevant verses we present the following simple
logical and Scriptural argument that all believers are “joint-heirs with Christ”:
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All believers are heirs of God (Rom 8:16, Gal 4:7) who inherit all things (Rom 8:32).
Christ is an heir of God who inherits all things (Heb 1:1-2).
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Therefore, all believers must be "joint-heirs with Christ" because both are heirs of God who
inherit all things (Rom 8:17).
This conclusion follows logically from the premises as well as from the definition of what it
means to be a “joint-heir.”Put another way, if (a) God is your father and (b) God is my
father then (c) we must be brothers" -Bryan Ross 30
"Where one member suffers all the members suffer with it period. I suffer with Christ and
Christ with me because I am in Christ and Christ is in me" -Bryan Ross31
"The Apostle Paul teaches that believers are “in Christ” and that Christ is “in us” -Bryan Ross32

Concerning the last quote above, Bryan has failed to understand the distinction between "in
Christ" and "Christ in you". Whereas being "in Christ" is a positional truth tied to the Romans 6
baptism, the term "Christ in you" is in the category of sanctification or practice. This specific
phrase "Christ in you" is referring to the mind of Christ being formed in the inner man of the
believer via the rightly divided work of faith (i.e. studying rightly divided):
My little children, of whom I travail in birth again until Christ be formed in you,..
-Galatians 4:19
Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own selves. Know ye not
your own selves, how that Jesus Christ is in you, except ye be reprobates? -2
Corinthians 13:5
When analyzing Bryan's perception of how Christ suffers as put forth in his paper, it quickly
becomes clear that even he doesn't seem to understand what's he's attempting to explain (this
being due to his lack of understanding of the verses):
"Romans 8:17 and 1 Corinthians 12:26 are not speaking about specific or unique individual
suffering for Pauline truth but suffering that is felt and experienced by all “children of God”
(Rom. 8:16) or individual “members” of the body of Christ (1Cor. 12:26)." -Bryan Ross33
As it has previously been discussed, Bryan maintains that all members of the Body of Christ suffer
because of a positional truth linked to their justification which Bryan refers to as the basic truths
of Paul's gospel. This stems from Bryan's narrow view of what Paul's gospel actually entails.
Romans 10:15 tells us that the word gospel simply means "glad tidings". When the word gospel is
used, the context then lets us know what aspect of the gospel or glad tidings Paul is presenting in
the given verse where the word gospel is cited. Irrespective of what point in time the term is used
throughout his apostolic ministry, the gospel or good news given to Paul by the risen Lord Jesus
Christ is not exclusively limited to the prescription for justification (i.e. the "basic truths" of Paul's
gospel as Bryan addresses it). As with anything, we learn from the context what aspect of good
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news is being conveyed. Ultimately, Paul's gospel signifies and incorporates the entirety of the
mystery itself and all that pertains to it (i.e. doctrines that pertain to justification as well as
doctrines that pertain to sanctification). Whether or not Bryan understands the depths of
information that are contained within the scope of Paul's mystery gospel grows increasingly
unclear as his paper continues.
Remember that Jesus Christ of the seed of David was raised from the dead according
to my gospel: Wherein I suffer trouble, as an evil doer, even unto bonds; but the word of
God is not bound. -2 Timothy 2:8-9
Bryan astonishingly cites high level sanctification verses like the one above, to establish a basis for
his claim that every member of the Body suffers merely for trusting the prescription for salvation
(i.e. the justification aspect of the gospel) regardless of whether or not they adhere to or abandon
that basic truth:
"In summation of this point, is it not ironic that Paul explicitly states that the sufferings he
was enduring “as an evil doer” in II Timothy were specifically on account of what he calls “my
gospel” in II Timothy 2:8-9? Consequently, the context of II Timothy 2 has Paul suffering on
account of the basic truths of his gospel; whereby upon belief one is made a child of God by
the Spirit of adoption." -Bryan Ross34
While indeed Paul was suffering as an evil doer, (even unto bonds) due to an aspect of his gospel,
it is not simply his adherence to the prescription for salvation that landed Paul in a Roman prison.
Contextually he was suffering as an accused "evil doer" due to his fervent adherence and
propagation of the gospel and ALL that his gospel entails (not just the prescription for initial
salvation). By Bryan's twisted assertion, should not naturally all of the members of the body of
Christ (including those who abandon their faith) be in prison?
Extended further, Bryan then pairs his ill-concocted definition of a common suffering that is
baselessly imposed on all saints upon justification, with his previously noted view that relegates
Christ the Head as though He be a mere member of the Body. He then infuses all that error into his
conflation of the suffering of Romans 8:17 and 1 Cor 12:26 (this mess being further compounded
by his gross misunderstanding of 1 Cor 12:26 in general):
And whether one member suffer, all the members suffer with it; or one member be
honoured, all the members rejoice with it. -1 Corinthians 12:26
An important aspect of 1 Corinthians 12:26 that Bryan fails to grasp is that contextually, the
analogy Paul is using (in comparing the functional system of the human body in verses 15-17 to
the Body of Christ) is employed to describe the IDEAL way the members of the body of Christ in
Corinth should be operating. That is made clear in the preceding verse of the passage:
That there should be no schism in the body; but that the members should have the
same care one for another. -1 Corinthians 12:25
34
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Sadly the saints at Corinth were not doing so, which is the grand overall theme of Paul's epistle to
them. Indeed when a member of the Body (particularly within his/her local assembly) suffers or is
honored, all his or her brothers and sisters in Christ IDEALLY should suffer/rejoice with said
member of the Body. If the members of a given assembly happen to all be walking after the
Spirit/using the mind of Christ, that would surely (and again IDEALLY) be the case. However sad
though it may be, not all members of the Body in a given assembly necessarily do so, and this
certainly was the major malfunction with the saints at Corinth.
Given all that has been said so far, we can deconstruct Bryan's argumentation of what it means to
"suffer with Him" into the following syllogism:
(a) Every member of the body of Christ suffers merely due to being saved, i.e. adhering to the
"basic truths" of Paul's gospel (cites his egregious exposition of 2 Tim 2:8-9).
(b) Christ, being the Head of the Body must also therefore be a member (a conclusion derived
from Bryan's failure to understand the sanctification/practical nature of "Christ in you" as opposed
to the justification/positional nature of being "in Christ").
(c) If one member of the Body suffers (remember, he incorrectly thinks it is the automatic state
not the IDEAL state) all suffer with it (cites his deficient exposition of 1 Cor 12:26).
(d) The particular suffering of Romans 8:17 is a common suffering automatically shared by
all the members of the Body (Christ being included in that coterie of members) and thus: I suffer
with Christ and Christ with me because I am in Christ and Christ is in me (cites his aberrant
exposition of Romans 8:17).
The math of all this folly:
(a) every member of the Body of Christ suffers + (b) Jesus is somehow a member of the Body + (c)
if one member suffers all suffer with it = (d) "I suffer with Christ and Christ with me because I am in
Christ and Christ is in me".
The problem with this defective syllogism is that at every step of the way, all of the components
are WRONG. This being so because Bryan has systematically and categorically butchered each
verse used to support each claim in his chain of fractured reasoning. We the members are
IDEALLY meant to suffer with the Head; we are to longsuffer in the way that Christ is longsuffering
in this present time, the but now, the dispensation of grace. The sanctified suffering of Romans
8:17 (arguably the ultimate sanctification themed chapter throughout all of Paul's epistles) does
not pertain to Christ suffering just because a member of the Body falls ill, loses his job, or has his
car stolen, despite Bryan's unfounded pleas and cries to the contrary. No matter what kind of
suffering afflicts a member of the Body, if it is not tied to faith and furtherance of the gospel (i.e.
the mystery), it has no utility and thus it has no value that the Lord deems worthy of
commendation. Godly suffering in the dispensation of grace is inextricably linked to sanctification
and service therein, and as the above syllogism evinces there is no such thing as Bryan's proposed
"positional suffering".
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BRYAN'S EXPOSITION OF 2 CORINTHIANS 4:10 (TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT):
An additional aspect of Bryan's discourse on suffering that must also be addressed concerns his
misuse of 2 Corinthians 4:10 which he has wrested out of context and conflated with Galatians
2:20 and Romans chapter 6 in order to substantiate his contrived positional suffering argument:
"The Apostle Paul teaches that believers are “in Christ” and that Christ is “in us.” So how do we
suffer with him in Romans 8:17? First, according to Romans 6 we have been identified, by
spiritual baptism, with Jesus Christ in his death, burial, and resurrection. The
mechanics of positional truth place us upon the cross with Christ as he shed his blood
in payment for our sins. Paul states in II Corinthians 4:10 that as believers we are
“always bearing about in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus
might be made manifest in our body.” As believers we bear the marks of the Lord’s
suffering as we progress through this life. Is this not what Galatians 2:20 is about? “I
am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the
life which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and
gave himself for me.” -Bryan Ross35
Bryan is misleading his reader here to believe that the physical affliction and persecution spoken
of in 2 Corinthians 4:10 is really only an ethereal affliction that is invisibly wrought via every
saint's justified baptism and positional placement into Christ's death and resurrection (Romans 6).
In essence, Bryan is "spiritualizing" or allegorizing the physical affliction of the verse much as an
amillennialist would allegorically "spiritualize" the prophesied kingdom. Bryan argues that every
justified saint bears the "marks" of the Lord's suffering (in the ethereal sense) regardless of
faithfulness to proclaim our apostle's doctrine. Yet is that what Paul is speaking of when he refers
to his own marks in Galatians 6:17?:
From henceforth let no man trouble me: for I bear in my body the marks of the Lord
Jesus. -Galatians 6:17
We reject Bryan's allegorized rendering of the verse and submit that Paul is speaking of literal,
corporeal, and very much palpable marks that were afflicted upon his flesh as a consequence of his
faithfulness to serve as a good soldier in ministering the offense of the mystery:
Are they ministers of Christ? (I speak as a fool ) I am more; in labours more abundant,
in stripes above measure, in prisons more frequent, in deaths oft. Of the Jews five times
received I forty stripes save one. Thrice was I beaten with rods, once was I stoned,
thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night and a day I have been in the deep; -2 Corinthians
11:23-25
Furthermore, if we take a closer look at the broader context of 2 Corinthians 4:10 it becomes
obvious that Paul is NOT speaking of a suffering that is common to every saint, despite what
Bryan's contrived positional suffering argument seeks to allege. On the contrary, Paul makes it
clear that the suffering spoken of in 2 Corinthians 4:10 is specifically in reference to the
35
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persecution that he and his fellow laborers were faithfully enduring in their fervent endeavor to
proclaim the mystery. Hence, this suffering of the verse is NOT common to all saints. It is unique
only to those who faithfully labor as living sacrifices in the pattern of our apostle in the
promulgation of his gospel for the benefit of others. Let us survey the context of the passage and
see if this be so:
For we preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus the Lord; and ourselves your servants for
Jesus' sake. -2 Corinthians 4:5
The "we" in the context of the verse is specifically that of Paul and his fellow laborers who were
fervently laboring to proclaim the mystery. That use of "we" contextually continues throughout
the rest of the passage and is distinguished apart from the references to "you" and "your" which of
course speaks directly to the Corinthian assembly and of the entirety of the Body of Christ in
general:
We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed, but not in despair;
Persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, but not destroyed; Always bearing about in the
body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in
our body. For we which live are alway delivered unto death for Jesus' sake, that the life
also of Jesus might be made manifest in our mortal flesh. So then death worketh in us,
but life in you. We having the same spirit of faith, according as it is written, I believed,
and therefore have I spoken; we also believe, and therefore speak; -2 Corinthians 4:813
For all things are for your sakes,that the abundant grace might through the thanksgiving
of many redound to the glory of God. -2 Corinthians 4:15
The "all things" in verse 15 obviously speaks of the afflictions of persecution and distress that Paul
and his fellow laborers in the ministry were faithfully enduring so that others might hear and be
edified by the effectual power of his gospel.
BRYAN'S ARGUMENT CONCERNING THE CONJUNCTIVE USE OF THE WORD "AND" IN
ROMANS 8:17:
This brings us to another one of Bryan's spurious arguments on Romans 8:17. This particular
argument concerns his unfounded supposition that the conjunctive use of the word "and" (i.e.
heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ) somehow negates the conditional aspect of joint-heirship
with Christ:
"According to Romans 8:16, the Holy Spirit bears witness with our spirit that “we ARE the
children of God.” Consequently, believers are already in the state of being the children of God
at the end of verse 16. With this in mind, verse 17 begins, “And if children, then heirs; heirs of
God.” This is the “if” of logical argumentation not condition; Paul is saying “if” one is a child of
God (v.16 affirms that believers are) then one is also an heir of God in verse 17. In Romans 8,
Paul is addressing those who have already believed the truths of Romans 1-5 and are in the
state of being the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. Therefore, it follows logically from
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their standing as children of God that the Romans were also heirs of God and that their
position as heirs found its origin in God the Father. In other words, logically one who is the
child of God would also be an heir of God.
Verse 17 goes on to say “and joint-heirs with Christ.” Consequently, the one who is
already a child of God in (v. 16) and an “heir of God” (v. 17) by logical extension is also
a “joint-heir with Christ.” If one were to make any of these statements conditional, for
consistency sake, they would all have to be viewed as conditional because each
statement is built upon the previous. This is the function of the English conjunction
''and” - Bryan Ross36
Let us put Bryan's claim of the supposed function of the English conjunction “and” to the test...
First, our template sentence structure from the King James Bible:


The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God: And if
children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we suffer with
him, that we may be also glorified together. - Romans 8:16-17

Now, let's try the exact same sentence structure retaining the same punctuation of the KJB, only
now with different content:


My Dad informed me of something, that we're going to the bulk store: and if we're going to
the bulk store, then we go by way of cargo van; my Dad's cargo van, AND with a trailer
attached; if so be that the trailer's brake lights are working, so that we can safely use it.

Now, if perchance the trailer's brake lights do not work, that doesn't mean we're not going to the
bulk store by way of my Dad's cargo van anymore. It just means that we're not going with the
trailer attached! The point is this: just because (if perchance) we were not to suffer with Him, this
doesn't mean that we aren't children, heirs, heirs of God... it just means we wouldn't be joint-heirs
with Christ!
To summarize this section, Bryan finds concocting these crafty tactics necessary (i.e. allegorizing
verses, wresting verses out of context, creating and imposing baseless rules about the use of
conjunctive words in English) because ultimately his view does not and cannot harmonize with
ALL the verses of Paul. The varied inconsistencies throughout Bryan's paper stick out like so many
sore thumbs, each conspicuously signaling Bryan's lack of diligence in his attempted rebuttal of
this issue. Moreover, these inconsistencies are equally indicative of Bryan's obvious lack of time
spent earnestly and honestly studying this doctrinal issue from the pages of the Bible altogether.
This is not an accusation that he does not "study". He most certainly studies Greek concordances,
apostate Acts 28 commentaries, dictionaries, and the unrelated views of historical figures. The
problem is that he hasn't properly studied the Bible itself in order to make sure ALL of the verses
cohesively line up with his claim. In any sensible measure of prudence, this should have been the
FIRST evaluative step taken before setting out in writing to attack the joint-heir doctrine. With all
36
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this in mind, it is bewildering that one could be so careless when setting out to oppose a
claim presented as a pinnacle Pauline doctrine. This is indeed a microcosm of the fundamental
issue of Bryan's misunderstanding of the issue in general: he has failed to do his due diligence to
study every angle, every Pauline verse to make sure that what he is putting forth actually holds
water; he has failed to ensure that there are no leaks and cracks in his proposal. As we continue on
it will become more and more evident that Bryan's position does not stand up to scrutiny when
you factor in every verse of Paul's epistles. It goes without saying here that any claim made about
a Pauline doctrine must harmonize with not just some verses in Romans through Philemon but
indeed with ALL Paul has written in the King James Bible!
As an example of this type of pitfall: plenty of false claims are made by works based salvation
denominationalists and counter-Christianity cults etc, that may harmonize with some verses here
and there, but the mercy inherent in God's Word is that His Word is complete and thereby we can
judge any given claim by ALL (not some) of the verses, to see if a given claim is true. This is the
standard of knowing truth that must always hold sway; we are called to employ an evaluation of
any claim that comes our way using ALL the verses of Romans through Philemon with
consideration and respect to the context of those verses. Therein is the functional design by which
the mind of Christ operates in the inner man (comparing spiritual things with spiritual).
Contrastingly, not utilizing this procedure is that of the natural man, who receives not the things of
the Spirit of God for they are foolishness unto him (1 Cor 2:13-16).

THE TRUE CONTEXTUAL MEANING OF SUFFERING WITH HIM
(ROMANS 8:17) AS EXPOUNDED BY THE SCRIPTURES
Contrary to Bryan's positional suffering argument, the issue of suffering with Him (Romans 8:17)
is in fact a matter of our sanctified suffering for the doctrine of the mystery. In order to appreciate
this, the first question that needs to be asked is: how exactly does Christ suffer today? We find
insight into this question in such verses that reference grieving the Holy Spirit (Ephesians 4:30),
and frustrating the grace of God (Galatians 2:21). These are emotions that Christ Himself suffers
today in seeing people oppose or reject the grace of His revealed gospel and all that is contained
within it.
If we are to evaluate the issue of suffering in Romans 8:17 it would behoove us to first consider
what was said to Ananias concerning Paul in Acts chapter 9. Notice that before the Lord imparted
one iota of the mystery to our apostle, He FIRST declared that Paul was appointed to suffer for
that message:
Then Ananias answered, Lord, I have heard by many of this man, how much evil he
hath done to thy saints at Jerusalem: And here he hath authority from the chief priests
to bind all that call on thy name. But the Lord said unto him, Go thy way: for he is a
chosen vessel unto me, to bear my name before the Gentiles, and kings, and the
children of Israel: For I will shew him how great things he must suffer for my
name's sake. -Acts 9:13-16
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Not only was Paul appointed to suffer for the doctrine that was soon to be revealed to him, but he
would do so suffering for Christ's name sake via his ministration of that doctrine. In other words,
Paul was appointed to be conjoined in the very same suffering that Christ presently experiences
and feels as people hear the revealed mystery of His Word and reject/oppose it. Since the gospel of
the mystery is more than basic justification truths, this means that Christ also suffers even when
rightly dividing saints reject or oppose the deeper sanctification aspects of His gospel.
This theme of suffering for Christ's name sake in proclamation of His mystery is precisely what
Paul is expressing in Romans 8:36, Philippians 1:29-30, and Colossians 1:21-26:
As it is written, For thy sake we are killed all the day long; we are accounted as sheep
for the slaughter. -Romans 8:36
For unto you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to
suffer for his sake; Having the same conflict which ye saw in me, and now hear to be
in me. -Philippians 1:29-30
And you, that were sometime alienated and enemies in your mind by wicked works, yet
now hath he reconciled In the body of his flesh through death, to present you holy and
unblameable and unreproveable in his sight: If ye continue in the faith grounded and
settled, and be not moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard, and
which was preached to every creature which is under heaven; whereof I Paul am
made a minister; Who now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up that which
is behind of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for his body's sake, which is the
church: Whereof I am made a minister, according to the dispensation of God which is
given to me for you, to fulfil the word of God; Even the mystery which hath been hid
from ages and from generations, but now is made manifest to his saints: -Colossians
1:21-26
Additionally, we see the connection of Christ's suffering with Paul's conjoined suffering as a
minister of the mystery in 1st Timothy chapter 1:
And I thank Christ Jesus our Lord, who hath enabled me, for that he counted me
faithful, putting me into the ministry; Who was before a blasphemer, and a persecutor,
and injurious: but I obtained mercy, because I did it ignorantly in unbelief. And the grace
of our Lord was exceeding abundant with faith and love which is in Christ Jesus. This is
a faithful saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world to
save sinners; of whom I am chief. Howbeit for this cause I obtained mercy, that in me
first Jesus Christ might shew forth all longsuffering, for a pattern to them which
should hereafter believe on him to life everlasting. -1 Timothy 1:12-16
Isn't that exactly what Christ had said to Ananias about Paul before imparting the mystery to him?
Paul was appointed to suffer FOR and WITH Christ (for His name's sake) in the proclamation of
the mystery! As 1st Timothy 1:16 also declares, Paul is our apostolic pattern and therefore we too
are also called to suffer for Christ's name's sake in bold and faithful proclamation of the mystery.
In fact, that is exactly what Paul beseeches us to do in the book of Ephesians:
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I therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, beseech you that ye walk worthy of the vocation
wherewith ye are called, With all lowliness and meekness, with longsuffering,
forbearing one another in love; Endeavouring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond
of peace. There is one body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called in one hope of your
calling; One Lord, one faith, one baptism, One God and Father of all, who is above all,
and through all, and in you all. -Ephesians 4:1-6
Notice that we are beseeched to endeavor to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace
around seven different points of doctrine. Four of those seven points as presented by Paul are
distinctly inherent to the doctrines of the mystery:
1. one body speaks of the Body of Christ.
2. one hope speaks of the "patience of hope" and "hope of glory" (1 Thes 1:3 & Col 1:27).
3. one faith speaks of unified faith in resonate harmony with the faith of Christ in the fullness
of the mystery (Col 1:23, Eph 4:13, Phil 1:27, 1 Tim 3:9).
4. one baptism speaks of the baptism of Romans 6.
The remaining three points of doctrine (one Spirit, one Lord, one God and Father) are of course
interdispensational truths.
Naturally, we are instructed to endeavor to keep unity around these seven points of doctrine
because the whole of apostate Christendom continually and relentlessly seeks to subvert them.
Hence, we in His Body are all called and appointed to suffer (and we will suffer) if we faithfully
endeavor to stand for these doctrinal truths of the mystery amidst an apostate world that rejects
them. In the words of our apostle to the Galatians, "brethren, if I yet preach circumcision, why do I
yet suffer persecution? then is the offence of the cross ceased."
Thankfully most of us will never experience the extreme lengths of persecution that Paul endured
as a minister of his appointed gospel. Nonetheless, ALL of us will experience some measure of
suffering, anguish, and rejection in our proclamation of the rightly divided truth.
In summary: 1 Timothy 1:12-16 focally centers upon Christ's suffering for the mystery, Acts
9:16 centers upon our apostles call to suffer for the mystery, and Ephesians 4:1-6 centers
upon our call to suffer for the mystery by faith in following the pattern of our apostle.

BRYAN’S DISCOURSE ON THE INHERITANCE
As is evident from Bryan's paper, he asserts a distinction between inheritance and reward as if
these two things were not in any way related:
"Not only does the “two inheritance” confusion stem from a conditional reading of the “if so
be” in Romans 8:17 but also from failing to distinguish between inheritance and rewards. We
have already demonstrated above that Paul only speaks of one inheritance when
addressing members of the body of Christ. He also speaks of 'the reward of the
inheritance' in Colossians 3:24. We submit that failing to clearly acknowledge this
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difference is partly to blame for the confusion exhibited by the 'two inheritance'
mindset" - Bryan Ross37
We submit back to Bryan that the prepositional word "of" (as in "the reward OF the inheritance) is
obviously used in English grammar to express possession or relation of two things conjoined to
each other (as in the faith OF Christ, the gospel OF the circumcision, and the apostle OF the Gentiles,
etc). It seems ridiculous to me that we would even have to point out something so obvious. The
reward (i.e. the reigning) is part and parcel OF the inheritance just as the faith is part and parcel
OF Christ!
Bryan continues in explaining his rationale for disassociating the reward apart from the
inheritance in saying:
"According to Webster’s 1828 Dictionary one does not need to do anything to receive an
inheritance except be a member of the family.38
All believers are adopted into the family of God and made children of God by faith in the
finished work of Christ. As members of God’s family by default we receive an inheritance.
Romans 8:16-17 makes this clear; the child of God (v. 16) is an “heir of God” (v. 17) and “jointheir with Christ” (v. 17) automatically by the grace of God upon adoption into God’s family (v.
14-15). The issue of reward is a different matter. A reward, according to the dictionary
deals with just compensation or payment for services rendered." -Bryan Ross39
That statement from Bryan was reiterated by him in his recent teaching series on the Judgment
Seat of Christ titled "Learning About Loss, part 4" dated 4/20/14:
"Folks, how do you know there's a difference between inheritance and reward? I'll tell you
how you know the difference: because if you look the words up in the dictionary they don't
mean the same thing!" -Bryan Ross at the 13:21 minute mark of his audio lesson
Contrary to Bryan's assertion, the King James Bible is a much better source to illuminate these
terms and concepts than the dictionary. While Bryan's dictionary authority precludes any
possibility for an inheritance to be something that is merited or recompensed, the scriptures do
not corroborate his argument. For example, compare and consider these two verses together
which speak about the inheritance of the Little Flock in the prophetic program:
He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and lifteth up the beggar from the dunghill, to set
them among princes, and to make them inherit the throne of glory: for the pillars of the
earth are the Lord's, and he hath set the world upon them. -1 Samuel 2:8
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What is the Little Flock inheriting in this verse? They are inheriting the throne of glory. How will
they inherit that throne?
To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I also
overcame, and am set down with my Father in his throne. -Revelation 3:21
Granted, these are citations of prophecy and not of the mystery, yet they still prove Bryan's
dictionary argument to be false. The point is that an inheritance can indeed be something that is
merited. To this I reassert that our inheritance of reigning is also meritoriously rewarded upon
our sanctified workmanship to faithfully study our apostles doctrine rightly divided. Consider
what is said by Paul on this matter to the saints at Ephesus in Acts 20:
And now, brethren, I commend you to God, and to the word of his grace, which is able
to build you up, and to give you an inheritance among all them which are
sanctified. -Acts 20:32
It is clear in this verse that the inheritance being spoken of has to be something other than
everlasting life. The saints at Ephesus were obviously already justified with everlasting life. The
verse states that the inheritance is given to those who are built up among them which are
sanctified. How is one built up with the mind of Christ? They are built up by studying the mystery
rightly divided. Hence, the inheritance that is spoken of here is merited to those who are willing to
be workmen in studying the mystery in order that His mind be formed within the inner man.
Through comparative study of Paul's epistles we can also see that the reward of the inheritance
(which is the reigning) is given ONLY to those who faithfully serve the Lord according to the
rightly divided doctrine of our apostle. Let us start by looking at Colossians 3:24-25:
Knowing that of the Lord ye shall receive the reward of the inheritance: for ye serve the
Lord Christ. But he that doeth wrong shall receive for the wrong which he hath done:
and there is no respect of persons. -Colossians 3:24-25
Notice that the reward of inheritance is given only to those who serve the Lord Christ. If we
comparatively examine Romans 16:17-18, we can see that this issue of serving the Lord is
inextricably connected to a saint's service according to the precepts of right division:
Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to
the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not
our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches
deceive the hearts of the simple. -Romans 16:17-18
Thereby, all those ministering in wrongly divided doctrine are NOT serving the Lord, thus they
will not receive the reward of the inheritance.
In total, Bryan's primary failure to understand our position on the inheritance (and its delineation
into two separate parts) is centered in his willful disregard to consider or even acknowledge what
we have already explained to him in previous rebuttals. For this reason, I now kindly tender to you
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(the reader) the following explanation that is once again offered for the consideration of all those
NOT named Bryan Ross:

UNPACKING THE INHERITANCE AS DEFINED BY THE BIBLE
In order to unpack this so that it is meaningful to the reader, it is necessary that a few things first
be discussed concerning the concept of inheritance as it is first introduced in the Old Testament:
There is an existent precedent in the Old Testament (Deut 21:16-17) that delineates the singular
inheritance received by the family into two parts (i.e. the inheritance and "double portion" of
inheritance). The double portion of inheritance is also referred to in scripture as the birthright. In
this precedent of scripture, every member of the family was to receive a measure of inheritance in
the father's estate, yet it was only the firstborn son who would receive the double portion of that
inheritance. This double portion of inheritance placed the firstborn son both with honorary title
and responsibility as the caregiver over his family. Subsequently, this also granted the firstborn
son the authority to govern over the affairs of his family. In other words, the firstborn's birthright
inheritance was essentially an inheritance that can otherwise be described as reigning. We can
see that principle of the firstborn's inheritance and its connection to reigning illustrated in the
verse below:
Now Jehoshaphat slept with his fathers, and was buried with his fathers in the city of
David. And Jehoram his son reigned in his stead. And he had brethren the sons of
Jehoshaphat, Azariah, and Jehiel, and Zechariah, and Azariah, and Michael, and
Shephatiah: all these were the sons of Jehoshaphat king of Israel. And their father gave
them great gifts of silver, and of gold, and of precious things, with fenced cities in Judah:
but the kingdom gave he to Jehoram; because he was the firstborn. -2 Chronicles
21:1-3
We can also see this principle of the firstborn and its connection to reigning exemplified as it
applies to Christ:
For by him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and
invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things
were created by him, and for him: And he is before all things, and by him all things
consist. And he is the head of the body, the church: who is the beginning, the firstborn
from the dead; that in all things he might have the preeminence. -Colossians 1:16-18
Why do I bring all this up? I bring it up to reiterate the fact that our inheritance in the Heavenly
places is also comprised of two portions. The first portion of the inheritance is everlasting life with
a resurrected glorified body with citizenship in the kingdom, and the second portion (i.e. the
conditional double portion given only to the firstborn) is the glory and honor of reigning in that
kingdom. Consistent with this posit, we can also see both of these aspects delineated in the
inheritance that Christ Himself receives as recorded in the book of Psalms:
Christ's inheritance of a resurrected glorified body:
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The LORD is the portion of mine inheritance and of my cup: thou maintainest my lot.
The lines are fallen unto me in pleasant places; yea, I have a goodly heritage. I will
bless the LORD, who hath given me counsel: my reins also instruct me in the night
seasons. I have set the LORD always before me: because He is at my right hand, I
shall not be moved. Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoiceth: my flesh also
shall rest in hope. For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer
thine Holy One to see corruption. -Psalms 16:5-10
As can be seen in this Messianic Psalm, the aspect of Christ's inheritance in view here is centered
upon His faithful expectation that His flesh would not see corruption. This is to say that death (the
tyrant king who had previously reigned supreme) would not thwart the resurrection of Jesus into
everlasting life with a glorified and incorruptible body. Contrastingly, Christ's second portion of
the inheritance (i.e. the firstborn's double portion of reigning) is referenced in Psalm chapter 2:
Christ's "double portion" of inheritance as the firstborn exalted unto reigning:
I will declare the decree: the LORD hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this day have I
begotten thee. Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance,
and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. -Psalms 2:7-8
We can plainly see here the focus of Christ's inheritance, as decreed by God the Father upon
Christ's resurrection (Romans 1:3-4), emphasizing Christ's inherited position to preeminently
reign over all people with the uttermost parts of Earth as His possession. In the context of
prophecy, the heathen of course would be the Gentiles of the Kingdom who will one day be subject
to the ordained governmental ruling of Israel (with Christ presiding as King of Kings) over all the
nations of the Earth.
In light of this two-fold nature of Christ's inheritance (everlasting life and reigning), the question
at hand remains concerning which portion of Christ's inheritance is contextually being referred to
in Romans 8:17? I believe that the answer to that question is made clear in the last seven words of
the verse:
And if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we
suffer with Him, that we may be also glorified together. -Romans 8:17
Keep in mind that Christ has already received the first portion of His inheritance (an incorruptible
glorified physical body) but has not yet appropriated the second portion of His inheritance (the
reigning). Given that Romans 8:17 makes it abundantly clear that the glorification spoken of is a
simultaneous glorification (where both Christ and the saint are glorified together in unison), the
verse therefore demands that this glorification MUST include the aspect of reigning! That's the
only portion of Christ's inheritance that He has not received yet! Now when you comparatively
study what is written in 2 Timothy 2:12 (as well as Colossians 3:24-25), you will see that some
saints in the Church the Body of Christ are in fact going to be DENIED this inherited portion of
reigning. What then can be said about all this? What does this principle of the firstborn in the Old
Testament have to do with any of us in the dispensation of grace?
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE FIRSTBORN, REIGNING, AND OUR CALLING UNTO
SANCTIFIED LIFE:
The Bible student will recall that throughout scripture God venerates the firstlings of many things.
For example, the firstborn of all clean animals were to be set apart unto the Lord for sacrifice
(Deut 15:19). Likewise the firstfruits of the harvest were also to be set apart for the Lord for
sacrifice (Deut 18:4). In these things, the firstling is deemed consecrated and sanctified unto the
Lord for sacrifice because they emblematically signify a sample of the greater harvest that later
follows after it.
I submit to the reader that this same Old Testament principle/concept that venerates the
firstborn, firstling, and firstfruits is also expressed in Paul's epistles as it pertains to our calling
unto sanctified life. Please allow me to explain:
Romans 8:29 tells us that the entirety of the Body of Christ is destined to be conformed to His
image. While it is true that we all will one day have bodies fashioned like unto His glorified body
(Phil 3:21), this verse speaks primarily in reference to our destiny to be conformed unto His mind.
Consider the connection between the mind, the gospel of the mystery, and His image in the verse
below:
But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost: In whom the god of this world hath
blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of
Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them. -2 Corinthians 4:3-4
This same principle idea is also expressed in 2 Corinthians 3:18:
But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into
the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord. -2 Corinthians
3:18
Through the illumination provided in these verses we can see that: to be conformed unto the
image of Christ is to be conformed unto His mind!
Naturally, the formation of the mind of Christ within the saint is a lifelong process that will
inexhaustibly continue throughout eternity. Yet we are beseeched by our apostle to start this
process NOW by our faith and diligence to study:
My little children, of whom I travail in birth again until Christ be formed in you, Galatians 4:19
Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall
give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil. Wherefore be ye not unwise, but
understanding what the will of the Lord is. -Ephesians 5:14-17
As it pertains to our present life, this effectual sanctifying process does not operate because it
cannot operate UNTIL the saint, by his or her own volition of faith, chooses to heed the instruction
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of 2 Timothy 2:15. Obviously, not everyone in the Body today labors rightly in that workmanship
of 2 Tim 2:15. Consequently, not every saint today thinks in resonance with our Lord's mind.
Therefore, the question must be asked: how can a saint today ever be "set apart" for sanctified
service unto the Lord if he/she doesn't FIRST properly understand the Lord's mind? The answer
to that question is simple: it is impossible to serve/please the Lord apart from first understanding
His mind:
For to be carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually minded is life and peace.
Because the carnal mind is enmity against God: for it is not subject to the law of God,
neither indeed can be. So then they that are in the flesh cannot please God. -Romans
8:6-8
Some saints will start this conforming process of their mind unto Christ's mind now by volition of
their own faith in studying the effectual power of His mystery rightly divided. Conversely, some
saints will not. As for those that do start this process by their own faith, they signify a type of
firstborn, firstfuits, and firstling of the Church the Body of Christ. This is because they represent
the first of the greater harvest among the Body that will one day ALL come to fruition and be
conformed unto the mind of Christ in the Heavenly places.
In other words, one day EVERY saint in the Body of Christ will think like Christ thinks and one day
EVERY saint in His Body will study His Word properly just as He has instructed us to in 2 Timothy
2:15 and Romans 16:25-26. However, such conformity shall come for the indolent, disobedient,
careless, and unfaithful AFTER Christ (at the judgment seat of Christ) has recompensed His
eternal verdict! For those who do earnestly hunger for the mind of Christ, and facilitate this
sanctification process now by volition of their own faith (i.e. the work of faith in steadfast rightly
divided study), they will be rewarded at the judgment seat of Christ with reigning. For those in the
Body who will not do this now by faith, they will be DENIED the reigning at the judgment seat, and
from that point on the Faith of Christ will do the conforming process for them:
(For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling
down of strong holds;) Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth
itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the
obedience of Christ; And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your
obedience is fulfilled. -2 Corinthians 10:4-6
Notice that I have emphasized the word "of" in the passage above: it speaks concerning the faith of
Christ and His power, His will, and His destiny to conform all those in the Body whose thinking has
been led astray regarding His Word. Ruminate upon what is being said in that verse. A saint can
voluntarily choose now by their own faith to obediently start this conforming process of his/her
mind unto Christ's mind via the work of faith in studying the effectual power of the mystery (i.e.
redeeming the time). Conversely, a saint is free under grace to fritter the time away until the
Judgment Seat where his/her obedience will then be fulfilled by the faith of Christ. Such is the
graciousness of God to honor the saint's choice in this matter. Either way, EVERY saint will
eventually be conformed unto His image/mind:
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Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ: -Ephesians 4:13
In order to tie this all together, I ask you to remember what I said earlier regarding the firstling,
firstborn, and firstfruits in scripture as being something that is "set apart" or "sanctified" for
sacrifice. That concept is precisely what Paul is driving home in Romans chapter 12:
I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a
living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service. And be
not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God. -Romans
12:1-2
The first step in presenting oneself as a living sacrifice unto the Lord is to have one's
thinking transformed/conformed by the renewing of the mind!
The offer of God's grace is on the table. Everlasting life is a free and irrevocable gift, but the reward
of the inheritance requires a WORKMAN who will do the work of faith in studying and
appropriating the fullness of all that Christ has graciously provided us via our positional access
into His mind:
Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ: By whom also we have access by faith into this grace wherein we stand, and
rejoice in hope of the glory of God. -Romans 5:1-2

A REWARD VS THE REWARD:
Finally, I want to say a few things about 1 Corinthians 3 and Colossians 3:24. Many Bible students
are unaware of the difference between "a reward" and "the reward". As I have mentioned, the
reward, as in "the reward of the inheritance" (Colossians 3:24), speaks of the reward of reigning in
the Heavenly places. Yet Paul also speaks of those who receive "a reward":
According to the grace of God which is given unto me, as a wise masterbuilder, I have
laid the foundation, and another buildeth thereon. But let every man take heed how he
buildeth thereupon. For other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus
Christ. Now if any man build upon this foundation gold, silver, precious stones, wood,
hay, stubble; Every man's work shall be made manifest: for the day shall declare it,
because it shall be revealed by fire; and the fire shall try every man's work of what sort it
is. If any man's work abide which he hath built thereupon, he shall receive a reward. If
any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved; yet
so as by fire. -1 Corinthians 3:10-15
What is the difference here? The difference is that in order to receive "the reward of the
inheritance" (i.e. the reigning of Col 3:24) one must remain faithful to laboring in and suffering for
the rightly divided mystery. Comparatively, in order to receive "a reward" a saint need only to
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serve in the edifying of another in some aspect of Pauline doctrine (this being merited irrespective
of a rightly divided understanding of the mystery). For example, I came out of an Acts 2
dispensational background where the ministers there correctly taught a pre-tribulation rapture
position. That's Pauline, it's part of the mystery, and it's true. It was an edifying message that was
built upon the proper Pauline foundation. Yet none of these ministers who shared this with me
understood that Paul was our exclusively appointed apostle much less the differences between
prophecy and mystery. As such, these men were not equipped to suffer for the mystery because
they didn't have a clue about it! Nonetheless, seeing that the Lord is a righteous and fair judge (if
these men truly be saved), He is still going to reward these wrongly dividing ministers according
to whatever aspect of Pauline truth they labored in that contributed toward the edification of
others. Assuming that these ministers persist in their wrongly divided paradigm, they will still
receive "a reward" for the good they have done but they will not receive "the reward" of the
inheritance.
There is a strata or hierarchical design in all things in the Kingdom. This is true whether it be in
reigning or in the citizenship of those who will not reign. The Lord (the righteous judge) will justly
recompense every saint according to the works that he/she has done whether they be good or bad
(2 Corinthians 5:10). The criteria for that judgment will be based upon the doctrinal foundation
that those works of service were built/labored upon (1 Cor 3:10).

EVALUATION AND COMMENTS ON BRYAN’S APPENDIX B PAGE 30: THE
ALLEGED GREEK PARTICIPLE "AR GUMENT"

I want to say right from the start that the following section is in no way intended to dignify the
Greek arguments of Bryan Ross as though they be worthy of consideration. Nor is this section in
any way intended to suggest that I believe the Greek to be an acceptable basis for study. On the
contrary, I am providing this section ONLY for the purpose of disclosing the truth as to how Bryan
and I entered into a Greek discussion to begin with:
I find Bryan's section title of his paper "The Greek Participle Argument" grossly misleading . While
it is true that Bryan and I had correspondence on Facebook concerning the Greek (of which he
briefly quotes in his paper), he fails to inform his reader of some very important details
surrounding that discussion. In order to reconstruct the timeline and context of our
correspondence about the Greek, the reader should note that Bryan FIRST began challenging the
heir and joint-heir distinction from the basis of punctuation (i.e. the semi-colon argument) in the
1769 KJB as can be seen below in his initial inquiry to Ryan and I:
"My first, question is grammatical in nature. You make much in Romans 8:17 of the "if" in
front of the statement 'so be that we suffer with [him], that we may be also glorified together'
conditional. Does the fact that this phrase in the verse is preceded by a semicolon have
any bearing in your minds on how one should understand the statement? Reading the
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verse the way you have explained it seems to make one's 'glorification together' with Christ
conditional as well. I spent some time today looking up grammar rules today for the use
of semicolons and just wondered if either of you had considered this factor. There
seems to be strong grammatical evidence for reading the phrase in question as the
continuation of a logical sequence". - Bryan Ross (Aug 19, 2013)
It was ONLY because of Bryan's objection centered upon punctuation that I responded to him with
this message (which was omitted in his paper) where I made reference to the Greek:
"Hi Bryan,
I agree with Ryan that the punctuation of Romans 8:17 is a bit of a red herring that takes us
away from the more important and central question at hand:
How does a person who has been justified by a clear Pauline gospel and then later abandons
their apostle and his doctrine (i.e. Demas, Hymenaeus and Philetus etc) suffer with Christ
through the mystery in our present dispensation of grace?
That being said, since there is so much focus on the punctuation of Romans 8:17 here (at the
myopic expense of how that verse is expounded and connected to 2 Tim 2:12) I'd like to add
the following for your consideration:
In preface, please note that I realize that referencing the Greek is largely frowned upon in
grace circles. As a whole, I myself would prefer to allow the AV to define its own terms in this
discussion (which I believe it has clearly done in comparing Romans 8:17 to 2 Tim 2:12). Yet,
if the focus must be centered around the transliterated punctuation of one verse (as a
basis of posit) I feel it warranted to consult the Greek and allow its own linguistic rules
to shed light on this matter (after all, the Koine is completely devoid of such English
punctuation). Please note that what I present here I am only passing along that which I
have so briefly gleaned from my preliminary research into the Koine...
Again, I'd prefer not bringing the Koine into the discussion but do find it warranted in
this case given the focus on the transliterated punctuation here. Hopefully we can move
on and away from such matters as they are a bog that takes us away from the greater
thought that is being conveyed in the verse" -Matt W. Stutzman (Aug 21, 2013)
Notice that I NEVER desired to discuss this matter (much less argue it as Bryan suggests) from the
basis of Greek. I only entered into the Greek discussion in good faith, at the time, believing that
Bryan was sincerely stumbled by the transliterated punctuation of the 1769 KJB and unwilling to
move on without this issue first being resolved. In this, I thought it prudent to address the fact that
the King James Translators transliterated the English punctuation in effort to capture and convey
the grammatical nuances intrinsic to the Greek language. It was shortly after my comment to
Bryan here that I researched Romans 8:17 in the 1611 KJB and shared my findings publicly on
Facebook. Those findings showed that Romans 8:17 in the 1611 KJB did not contain any
semicolons (as the 1769 edition does) thus finally proving Bryan's punctuation objection
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hopelessly untenable. Within days of posting that finding, Bryan then responded publicly with this
message in an apparent effort to distance himself from his now defunct argument:
"First of all, I personally was never convinced by the punctuation argument if by the
punctuation argument you mean the use of the semi-colon between the words "joint
heirs" and "if so be" in Romans 8:17" -Bryan Ross (September 1, 2013)
Do you see the inconsistency here? A mere two weeks earlier Bryan Ross went on record in saying
that he did in fact believe there to be "strong grammatical evidence" in the punctuation argument,
and yet now he postures as though he was never compelled by it! What followed from my
disclosure of the 1611 KJB to him, resulted in Bryan abandoning the punctuation argument, in
favor of burrowing himself behind the ramparts of Koine Greek (a position he presently continues
to hide behind today).
Given that Bryan initially found such "strong grammatical evidence" in the punctuation of the 1769
KJB, I find it particularly amusing that he now says (in page 36 of his paper), "It is a well known
fact among King James Bible advocates that there are punctuation differences between the various
editions of the King James Bible".40 If that "well known fact" was truly operational in Bryan's
reasoning at the time, one has to wonder why he, in the early stages of his investigation into this
matter, wouldn't have simply looked up the punctuation of Romans 8:17 in the 1611 KJB (as I did)
before initiating a challenge to our position from the grammatical basis of a semicolon!
The take home point of all this is: Bryan has distorted the reality of our correspondence in
suggesting that my brief references to the Greek participles "men" and "de" on Facebook (which I
ONLY brought up with Bryan alone because of the punctuation argument he was asserting)
somehow stands as a bulwark to my position. Note that on page 31 of his paper (after opining his
"expert" analysis of the Greek participles) he dishonestly leads his reader by stating, "What these
findings demonstrate are the great lengths that supporters of the "two inheritance" are
willing to go to maintain their conditional reading of Romans 8:17".
That statement is untrue, deliberately misleading, and a shameful exaggeration of our brief
correspondence. I sufficiently conveyed my position in 35 pages in the Joint-Heirs paper with
nothing but Pauline verses from King James Scripture alone and other than those few brief
messages to Bryan (which he spins out of context), I have NEVER used the Greek to substantiate
my position. If anyone here is going to "great lengths" in using the Greek to argue their position it
is most certainly Bryan himself.
The real irony in all this clamoring from Bryan about this supposed Greek participle "argument" is
that he still fails to understand the original point I had made about these participles to begin with.
I had asserted to him that the Greek participles "men" and "de" when coupled together IN
ROMANS and translated into King James English are ALWAYS used (in the 13 total verses of the
book of Romans including Romans 8:17) to contrast two different things. For example, being an
heir of God is differentiated from being a joint-heir with Christ. While my opinion on these Greek
participles is ultimately irrelevant to this matter (seeing that it is extraneous to the sufficiency of
40
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the King James English itself) I still maintain that assertion as being true in Romans whether the
Greek word be translated "but" or "and". Obviously, Bryan does not agree with my opinion given
his statement on page 35 of his paper:
"In reality, advocates for the "two inheritance" view are asking their audience to accept a
view that impedes the integrity of the King James translators by suggesting that they did not
know the difference between the English words "but" and "and". In their zeal to support
their paradigm they have presented a position that demands that their audience
suspend all common sense in reading English and read an "and" as though it were a
"but". -Bryan Ross41
It is clear from Bryan's statement that he believes that the word "and" can never be used in such a
way that promotes contrast. Yet in Romans 9:21 (where the Greek participles "men" and "de" are
coupled together and translated as the word "and") it is evident that Bryan's thinking and
statement are erroneous. Just read the verse:
Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to (G3303-"men") make one
vessel unto honour, AND (G1161- "de") another unto dishonour?
The last time I checked, vessels of honor AND vessels of dishonor were in fact two contrastingly
different things! Or perhaps it is just in my "zeal" that I demand the reader to "suspend all common
sense" in order to see it that way. Regardless, the overall point is exactly what I had stated in my
original message to Bryan: the Greek game is a bog and neither of us have any business weighing
our positions upon it.
CLOSING REMARKS:
From the very first time we corresponded with Bryan until now, he has vacillated his doctrinal
position like a perpetual moving target each time that he has been rebutted. We are under no
illusion that this pattern will cease following this rebuttal. That being said, we believe that any
honest and objective reader has been provided with enough information (in both the original
Joint-Heir paper of NCGF as well what has been provided here) in order to evaluate and make
informed judgments concerning this doctrinal dispute over Romans 8:17.
Nonetheless, we close by asking the reader to pause and thoughtfully reflect on the following
points of Bryan's argumentation that we have covered in this rebuttal:
 We have exhibited Bryan's ploy of Greek argumentation which serve only to undermine the
sufficiency and authority of the King James Bible.
 We have exhibited Bryan's desperate and fallacious attempts to bridge our position to the
unrelated arguments of an Acts 28 straw man.
 We have exhibited Bryan's ploy to exploit and conflate the doctrinal views of NCGF with the
SE ministries of brothers Newbold and McDaniel.

41
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 We have exhibited numerous examples of verses that Bryan has egregiously and flippantly
wrested out of context in effort to "substantiate" his contentious discourse .
 We have exhibited a pattern of contradiction and vacillation in Bryan's own words as put
forth in his own argumentation.
 We have exhibited a documented pattern of unfounded slander from Bryan, that he has
sheepishly recanted upon each prior instance where he was confronted and pressed for
proof of his allegations (and yet this defamation and libel continues).
 We have exhibited a documented pattern of Bryan's spinning and distorting of the truth via
his non-disclosure of facts.
Throughout all this craftiness, what we still haven't yet received from Bryan Ross is one ounce of
an HONEST rebuttal to our scriptural claims!
While we esteem Bryan as our brother in the Lord and commend him for his past work and
contribution of the Grace History Project, we make no apologies for criticizing his objectionable
manner in opposing this vital doctrinal issue of sanctification. Paul lived his life in fervent pursuit
to attain the glory of joint-heirship (Phil 3:11-12) and our Lord Jesus would have us all to do the
same.
With sincere and appreciative regard for Bryan and all the saints in the Body of Christ, we close
with these illuminating words from our apostle:
I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. Let us
therefore, as many as be perfect, be thus minded: and if in any thing ye be otherwise
minded, God shall reveal even this unto you. -Philippians 3:14-15
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ADDITIONAL CONTENT:
Ron Knight discussing what it means to be complete in Him (Colossians 2:10):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpwofS2RlXo
Ron Knight discussing the similarities and differences between the SE position of Blades, Newbold,
McDaniel and that of Northern California Grace Fellowship:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTpVwEYzV8A
Ron Knight discussing the difference between the scriptural phrasing “In Christ” (justification) and
“Christ in you” (sanctification):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6z77KqEQO1k
Addendum on Bryan's Greek game by Ryan Michael Jones:
http://tinyurl.com/greekaddendum
Addendum on Bryan's Acts 28 straw man fallacy by Ryan Michael Jones :
http://tinyurl.com/acts28addendum
Heirs of God or Joint-heirs with Christ? Sanctified Works in the Dispensation of Grace:
http://tinyurl.com/joint-heirswithchrist
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